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July 11, 2000
Scoping Comments on EIS for Flaming Gorge Dam
Mr. Kerry Schwartz
Environmental Protection Specialist
US Bureau of Reclamation
302 East 1860 South
Provo, UT 84606-7317
Link to Biological Opinion of Flaming Gorge Dam
RE: Scoping Comments on EIS for Flaming Gorge Dam
Dear Mr. Schwartz:
We appreciate this opportunity to submit the following scoping comments on the proposed
Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) for Flaming Gorge Dam. Our organizations collectively
represent thousands of individuals from across the United States with an interest in the future of
the endangered native fish species and ecological communities of the Colorado River basin,
including the Green River.
We wish to thank the Bureau of Reclamation (Bureau) for recognizing the seriousness of the
plight of the four endangered native fish of the Colorado River basin: the Colorado pikeminnow
(Ptychocheilus lucius), Razorback sucker (Xyrauchen texanus), Bonytail (Gila elegans), and
Humpback chub (Gila cypha).
There is wide agreement within the scientific community that dams in the Colorado River basin,
including Flaming Gorge Dam on the Green River, contribute significantly to the degradation of
riverine habitat necessary for the survival and flourishing of these species. As builder and
operator of many of these structures, the Bureau has a special responsibility to address issues
related to the decline and potential extinction of these four federally-listed species.
We understand that the Bureau is undertaking this EIS in response to proposed flow criteria
established by the Upper Colorado River Endangered Fish Recovery Program (UCREFRP)
pursuant to consultation with the US Fish & Wildlife Service under Section 7 of the Endangered
Species Act (ESA). The Bureau is required to consider in an EIS, under the National
Environmental Policy Act (NEPA), a range of alternatives that reasonably and practically fulfill
the purpose and need of the proposed government action.
In our comments below we address some of the considerations necessary for a comprehensive
EIS, including:
• Issues pertaining to the current operation of Flaming Gorge Dam and Reservoir;
• Critical areas of analysis, including the need to incorporate decommissioning as a potential
alternative; and
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• Issues demonstrating the need for the Bureau to undertake a programmatic EIS for endangered
species recovery for its activities throughout the Colorado River watershed.

I. FLAMING GORGE DAM OPERATIONAL ISSUES
A. Endangered Fish
The operation of Flaming Gorge Dam has been known for many years to cause harm to native
fish. The introduction of a successful fishery for non-native trout in the dam's tailwaters is
testament to the conditions existing downstream of the dam that make the river inhospitable for
native species which require warmer water for successful spawning and survival. The reservoir
traps vital sediments behind the dam, thereby preventing replenishment of the silt, sand and other
material, which are gradually eroded and transported downstream. The dam, which has no fish
passage structure, forms a reservoir which is used and managed for a recreational sport fishery
for several non-native species known to prey on endangered natives. Conditions are marginal at
best for endangered fish survival in the reservoir and downstream environments created by
Flaming Gorge Dam.
B. Water Supply
Flaming Gorge Dam is operated as a water storage facility, part of the Colorado River Storage
Project which includes Glen Canyon Dam on the Colorado River in Arizona, Navajo Dam on the
San Juan River in New Mexico, the Aspinall Unit Dams on the Gunnison River in Colorado, and
others. The Upper Colorado River Endangered Fish Recovery Program goals, as stated, include
providing for "future water development" (emphasis added). Presently Flaming Gorge Dam
provides little if any water for consumptive use; it is designed and operated primarily as a storage
dam to regulate flows for downstream users. This regulatory function is not critical to the
functioning of the region's water supply system. Evaporation can be significant, especially in
warmer months, resulting in less water available for downstream uses. Furthermore, water
conservation, not development, must become the Bureau's strategy for meeting future supply
needs. Overall, we find Flaming Gorge Dam's role for water supply purposes not sufficiently
significant relative to the facility's impacts on endangered species and the alternatives available
to fulfill its water supply uses.
C. Hydroelectric Power Generation
Flaming Gorge Dam was designed to produce hydroelectricity incidental to the primary function
of water storage and flow regulation. The maximum output of 150 megawatts is a small portion
of the region's overall generating capacity. Moreover, given that the maximum output of Glen
Canyon Dam was recently cut by approximately 500 megawatts–in effect eliminating more than
three times the capacity of Flaming Gorge, its loss would be relatively insignificant and could be
made up through implementation of energy conservation techniques and demand management.
D. Recreation and Flood Control Issues
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The dam provides a locally important recreation industry centered primarily on sportfishing and
motorboating. As noted in I.A. above and II.B. below, the introduction of non-native species to
support sportfishing has impacted native endangered species. Motorboats, especially personal
watercraft, contribute to water quality problems that also need to be taken into account.
The dam is not authorized to serve a flood control function, but can be operated in that capacity.
However, the risk of significant damage from downstream flooding is minimal, and with
implementation of floodplain management techniques, what little risk exists could be further
reduced.
E. Flaming Gorge Dam and the Colorado River Basin
As noted in I.B. above, Flaming Gorge Dam is a unit of the Colorado River Storage Project. In
addition to the CRSP dams in the upper basin, an extensive system of dams exists in the lower
basin, including Hoover Dam on the Nevada-Arizona border, and several smaller yet important
water supply dams on the river between California and Arizona. The river exits the United States
(and indeed, the riverbed itself!) south of Yuma, Arizona, where the once-vibrant Colorado River
delta ecosystem has been decimated, converted into an alkali flat polluted by agricultural
pesticide and fertilizer runoff.
Water delivery contracts for the Upper Basin are structured pursuant to the Upper Colorado
River Basin Compact. The compact has never been subjected to NEPA analysis.
Contracts for the lower basin are subject to allocation by the Secretary of the Interior, pursuant to
the terms of the Colorado River Compact (passed into law as the Boulder Canyon Project Act in
1928), which led to implementation of basinwide water planning and allocation ever since. Thus
the operations of Flaming Gorge Dam are integrally connected to the operations of the CRSP, the
Upper Basin Compact, and the Colorado River Compact/Boulder Canyon Project Act. Therefore
its impacts are also tied to this larger system, and as described in item III. below, must be
appropriately addressed.

II. CRITICAL AREAS OF ANALYSIS TO BE ADDRESSED IN THE EIS
A. Effects of Dam Operation on Dinosaur National Monument
The Bureau must consider the effects of Flaming Gorge Dam operations on Dinosaur National
Monument downstream of the dam. The National Park Service is required by the National Park
Service Organic Act to protect the Monument's natural features, ecological communities,
streams, and native species, and to leave them unimpaired for future generations.
Flaming Gorge Dam has caused many documented negative effects on the Green River
ecosystem downstream of the dam and in the Monument. For example, the dam's cold water
releases have for years impaired the native fish stocks in Dinosaur. In addition, the absence of
floods and sediment has negatively affected stream morphology characteristics important for
native fishes.
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Alternatives presented in the EIS must ensure compliance with National Park Service laws and
regulations that provide for protecting the Green River ecosystem and its native fish. The Bureau
should analyze each alternative in light of expected effects on Dinosaur's natural features and
aquatic communities, especially on listed endangered species, sensitive species, and species of
special concern. The EIS should explain in detail the impacts of the dam's past and present
operations on Dinosaur, and show how future operations will impact park resources and natural
regimes of sediment transport and distribution, depositional patterns, streamflow, temperature,
riparian ecosystems, native plant communities, and native fish populations within the Monument.
Finally, the EIS should explain in detail how Flaming Gorge Dam operations will be managed so
as to ensure compliance with the nonimpairment provision of the Organic Act.
B. Removal of Non-Native Fish Which Prey on Endangered Fish
For years the state and federal governments have operated Flaming Gorge Dam and Reservoir
and other dams in the Colorado River basin to promote and enhance sportfisheries and related
recreation activities. In the reservoirs and downstream in the tailwaters, government policies
have increased the numbers and habitat conditions suitable for non-native species such as trout
which are known to prey in significant numbers on endangered native species. The Bureau must
address the detrimental effects on endangered fish species, sensitive species, and species of
special concern, caused by non-native species, and provide alternatives in the EIS that eliminates
such predation, both in the reservoir and in the tailwaters.
C. Endangered Species Recovery Needs at the Species Level
The extensive system of dams and diversions throughout the Colorado River basin fragments and
artificially isolates endangered fish populations. Historically, regulators have responded to
declining populations of these species by attempting to formulate management criteria that fail to
question the fundamental circumstances contributing to the endangerment in the first place. The
US Fish & Wildlife Service and the Bureau have chosen to address endangered fish recovery by
first declaring isolated populations to be distinct, then proposing recovery plans which fail to
address the factors causing the isolation in the first place.
Some or all of the endangered Colorado River fish species are known to be migratory. In
addition, evidence exists that the interruption of fish migration by construction of dams in the
basin has had a detrimental effect on fish recovery. Within the EIS, the Bureau must evaluate the
potential effects, including genetic health and reproductive success, on recovery of fish,
including listed endangered species, sensitive species, and species of special concern, that are no
longer isolated between dams.
D. Water Quality and Recreational Impacts
In recent years, a rapid rise in recreational use of motorized watercraft including personal
watercraft (PWC) has resulted in increases of petroleum effluent in reservoirs and streams. In
particular, the proliferation of two-cycle PWCs has resulted in dramatic increases of oil and
gasoline discharges into water bodies such as Flaming Gorge Reservoir. The EIS must quantify
current and future trends in petroleum discharges from recreational watercraft, and address the
potential impacts of these compounds (including MTBE) on native endangered fish species. The
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EIS should analyze one or more alternatives that consider the effects of declining water quality
on listed endangered species, sensitive species, and species of special concern. Finally, the EIS
should consider alternatives which implement greater restrictions or outright prohibitions on
PWCs, other two-cycle motorized watercraft, and other polluting machinery.
E. Dam Decommissioning Alternative
The Bureau should incorporate into its EIS alternatives which evaluate the potential for
decommissioning (e.g., breaching, removing, or disabling) Flaming Gorge Dam and allowing the
Green River to flow freely once again. Decommissioning is the most ecologically effective and
economically efficient alternative for addressing the purpose and need of the EIS, namely
recovering endangered native fish species. Some negative impacts of dams cannot be adequately
mitigated, e.g. loss of sediment deposition downstream of the dam, and reduction of frequency
and intensity of flood events. And as attempts to do so become more costly, complicated and
ineffective, agencies such as the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission and the Army Corps of
Engineers are now turning to decommissioning as a preferred alternative for habitat restoration
and species recovery. The Bureau should also consider decommissioning alternatives amongst its
recovery options.
The Bureau is obliged to consider a decommissioning alternative even if the implementation of
such an alternative would be beyond the scope of the agency's discretion, so long as it is
reasonable and practical.
36 CFR 219.12(f)(5). Reasonable alternatives which may require a change in existing law or
policy to implement shall be formulated if necessary to address a major public issue,
management concern, or resource opportunity identified during the planning process.
40 CFR 1502.14(a-c). Alternatives including the proposed action. This section is the heart of the
environmental impact statement. ... In this section agencies shall:
(a) Rigorously explore and objectively evaluate all reasonable alternatives, and for
alternatives which were eliminated from detailed study, briefly discuss the reasons for
their having been eliminated.
(b) Devote substantial treatment to each alternative considered in detail including the
proposed action so that reviewers may evaluate their comparative merits.
(c) Include reasonable alternatives not within the jurisdiction of the lead agency. ...
The Council on Environmental Quality (CEQ) addresses this question in the following excerpt
from its "Forty Most Asked Questions Concerning CEQ's NEPA Regulations, 23 March 1981":
Question 2a. Alternatives Outside the Capability of Applicant or Jurisdiction of Agency. If an
EIS is prepared in connection with an application for a permit or other federal approval, must the
EIS rigorously analyze and discuss alternatives that are outside the capability of the applicant or
can it be limited to reasonable alternatives that can be carried out by the applicant?
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Answer. Section 1502.14 requires the EIS to examine all reasonable alternatives to the proposal.
In determining the scope of alternatives to be considered, the emphasis is on what is "reasonable"
rather than on whether the proponent or applicant likes or is itself capable of carrying out a
particular alternative. Reasonable alternatives include those that are practical or feasible from the
technical and economic standpoint and using common sense, rather than simply desirable from
the standpoint of the applicant.
Question 2b. Must the EIS analyze alternatives outside the jurisdiction or capability of the
agency or beyond what Congress has authorized?
Answer. An alternative that is outside the legal jurisdiction of the lead agency must still be
analyzed in the EIS if it is reasonable. A potential conflict with local or federal law does not
necessarily render an alternative unreasonable, although such conflicts must be considered.
Section 1506.2(d). Alternatives that are outside the scope of what Congress has approved or
funded must still be evaluated in the EIS if they are reasonable, because the EIS may serve as the
basis for modifying the Congressional approval or funding in light of NEPA's goals and policies.
Section 1500.1(a).
Given the increasing attention other federal and state agencies are not only paying to the
examination of decommissioning alternatives, but selecting them as the preferred alternative,
such an alternative in the case of Flaming Gorge does meet the definition of "reasonable" and
"practical" under NEPA.
III. PERFORM A PROGRAMMATIC EIS ON COLORADO RIVER BASIN DAM
OPERATIONS AND WATER MANAGEMENT
Problems facing Colorado River endangered fish on the Green River and elsewhere in the basin
are not likely to be solved solely by addressing impacts associated with Flaming Gorge Dam.
Federal policy has too often chosen to view isolated, remnant populations of endangered fish as
if they were and always will be isolated, ignoring the purpose and goals of the ESA--to restore
viable, healthy populations throughout the species' range. The problems that lead to fish
endangerment are not easily resolved at the micro (individual dam) level and must also be
addressed from a watershed perspective.
The Bureau is currently engaged in a number of projects, studies, and current and potential
litigation that collectively have and will continue to have a significant cumulative impact on
these endangered species, including:
1. Lower Colorado River Multiple Species Conservation Plan (LCRMSCP) for
endangered fish and wildlife;
2. Adaptive Management Program for Glen Canyon Dam operations pursuant to the
Grand Canyon Protection Act;
3. Upper Colorado River Endangered Fish Recovery Program for endangered fish;
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4. Draft EIS for the Animas-La Plata project (San Juan River basin) in southwestern
Colorado;
5. Draft EIS for Navajo Dam (San Juan River) operations;
6. Draft EIS for new Central Arizona Project water allocations;
7. Draft EIS/EIR for Salton Sea restoration in California;
8. Draft Programmatic EIS for the Rio Grande River (potential withdrawals of San Juan
River water via San Juan-Chama Diversion project);
9. Draft EIS for Colorado River Interim "Surplus Criteria" for additional withdrawals;
10. Offstream storage of Colorado River water especially in the lower basin;
11. Continued and expanding depletions by transmountain diversions to the Front Range
in Colorado from the headwaters of the Colorado River;
12. Current consultation on reoperation of the Aspinall Unit on the Gunnison River in
Colorado that will lead to DEIS;
13. At least three proposals for new pipelines which would withdraw water from Navajo
Reservoir and Lake Powell Reservoir;
14. Proposed settlement of Little Colorado River basin water rights in Arizona and New
Mexico;
15. Price-Stubb Diversion Dam relicensing in Colorado;
16. Virgin River Resource Management & Recovery Program;
17. Current litigation against the Bureau for failing to address endangered species needs
in the Colorado River delta and Gulf of California; and
18. Potential litigation by Indian tribes, seeking additional water rights or quantification
of existing rights.

Council on Environmental Quality regulations require the Bureau to address those ongoing
agency actions that relate to the proposed action. Since there are numerous NEPA actions
underway within the Colorado River watershed which affect water use and allocation and
endangered species management, the Bureau must therefore discuss and consider in the context
of the Flaming Gorge Dam EIS these other actions. 40 CFR 1501.7(a)(5). Furthermore, even if
the impacts of each of these actions are to be analyzed separately, they still must be tiered to a
larger programmatic EIS. 40 CFR 1508.28, 1502.20.
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It is unclear whether the Bureau can adequately address long-term needs of the fish throughout
the basin in the context of these individual projects. It is also unclear how the Bureau will ensure
that the cumulative impacts of all these efforts will work together to guarantee, and not impede,
recovery.
In addition, there is a transbasin issue linking the Colorado River basin with the Rio Grande
River basin. The San Juan-Chama project diverts water from the San Juan River (Colorado River
basin) into the Chama River (Rio Grande River basin). Current proposals being voiced in New
Mexico call for potential future increases in diversions of San Juan River water to supply Rio
Grande municipal and agricultural water users as far away as Albuquerque and the middle Rio
Grande irrigation project.
The Upper Colorado River Basin Compact has had a profound effect on the management, use,
and allocation of water in the upper basin, including the Green River. The compact controls all
river operations, facility operations, and contracts. In the context of this EIS, the Bureau must
look at alternative ways to implement the compact in order to minimize effects on aquatic
ecosystems, including endangered native fish species, sensitive species, and species of special
concern, and to ensure compliance with water quality regulations under the Clean Water Act.
Given the constraints of the compact, the Bureau must also consider modifications or changes to
the compact that would contribute to the recovery of the affected endangered species, other
sensitive species and species of concern, and achieve the purpose and need of the proposed
action. As discussed in II.E. above, the Bureau is not constrained by existing laws or contracts in
formulating and evaluating alternatives.
Given the extensive amount of federal activity within the Colorado River watershed, much of
which directly addresses and/or affects endangered species, a comprehensive programmatic EIS
covering the entire basin is not only warranted but also sorely needed. This approach is not
unprecedented. The Bureau recently began scoping for a programmatic EIS on Upper Rio
Grande River operations to address impacts of water diversions on endangered species. A
programmatic EIS for the Colorado River basin would provide for the multitude of issues
affecting endangered species to be addressed in a comprehensive fashion, and would
complement the effort now under way in the Rio Grande basin. And as outlined in II.E above,
such an EIS must evaluate dam decommissioning as an alternative.
The Bureau's operations of its dam and water diversion systems on the Colorado River have had
massive and far-reaching environmental impacts, yet have never been the subject of an EIS.
Were such an EIS to exist, it would inform the Bureau, other federal agencies, states, tribes, and
the public on all aspects of the Bureau's operations and its "off-river" impacts from the
continuing urbanization in the basin states that is able to occur only because of the continued
supply of water, or at least the expectation of a continued supply of water, from the Colorado
River.
While the construction of the dam system predated the passage of NEPA, the operations and
management of the river have changed dramatically since Flaming Gorge and other dams were
built–substantial activity which can no longer be considered "grandfathered in" under NEPA.
Such actions include the transfer of water from Imperial Irrigation District (IID) to San Diego,
the development of off-stream banking, major increases in water consumption, additional water
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diversions, and the uses of the water diversions and supplies. These changes have altered the
character and impact of river management to the extent that now any Bureau activities must
trigger a NEPA process. "[When] an ongoing project undergoes changes which themselves
amount to "major federal actions, the operating agency must prepare an EIS." Upper Snake River
v. Hodel, 921 F.2d 232, 235 (9th Cir. 1990); see Andrus v. Sierra Club, 442 US 347, 363 n.21
(1979).
As a result, the present NEPA analysis will need to be much more comprehensive in order to
compensate for the lack of pre-existing NEPA analysis and baseline information. Note here that
the environmental baseline of NEPA encompasses impacts to additional aspects of the human
environment -- socioeconomic, environmental justice, recreation, cultural resources, wildlife and
its habitat for non-sensitive species, air and water pollution -- not included in the ESA
environmental baseline of impacts to endangered species and critical habitat. The action to be
analyzed in the scoping notice, as well as the new actions mentioned above, would require
changes in operations which have never been analyzed in the first place.
In conclusion, we find the Bureau's initiative to address endangered fish below Flaming Gorge
Dam an important exercise. However, we fear that unless the Bureau approaches this undertaking
in the full spirit contained within the ESA and NEPA, that such an effort will be unable to
guarantee species recovery. We have outlined assessment methodologies above that we believe
will avoid such an eventuality, and look forward to working with the Bureau and other relevant
agencies to ensure their appropriate incorporation into the current EIS process for Flaming Gorge
Dam.
Thank you for the opportunity to submit these comments and recommendations, and we look
forward to your reply.
Sincerely, John S. Weisheit President Glen Canyon Action Network
On behalf of the following organizations:
Access for All: Los Angeles, CA
Advocates for Instream Flow: Spokane, WA
American Lands Alliance: Washington, DC
American Wildlands: Bozeman, MT
Bluewater Network: San Francisco, CA
Bridgerland Audubon Society: Logan, UT
Canyon Creations: Grand Junction, CO
Christians Caring for Creation: Los Angeles, CA
Center for Biological Diversity: Tucson, AZ
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Clearwater Biodiversity Project: Moscow, ID
Colorado Plateau River Guides: Moab, UT
Colorado Rivers Alliance: Fort Collins, CO
Committee for Idaho's High Desert: Boise, ID
Defenders of Wildlife: Washington, DC
Earth Island Institute: San Francisco, CA
Endangered Species Coalition: Washington, DC
[representing over 400 organizations]
Escalante Wilderness Project: Escalante, UT
Flagstaff Activist Network: Flagstaff, AZ
Forest Conservation Council: Santa Fe, NM
Forest Guardians: Santa Fe, NM
Four Corners School of Outdoor Education:
Monticello, UT
Friends of Pinto Creek: Glendale, AZ
Friends of the Earth: Washington, DC
Friends of the River: Sacramento, CA
Friends of Yosemite Valley: Yosemite, CA
Grand Canyon Private Boaters Assn.: Flagstaff, AZ
Green Delaware: Port Penn, DE
Green Party of Tennessee: Nashville, TN
Green Party of Utah: Farmington, UT
Hetch Hetchy Action Network: Yosemite, CA
International Rivers Network: Berkeley, CA
John Muir Project: Pasadena, CA
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Land & Water Fund of the Rockies:
Salt Lake City, UT Office
Native Forest Council: Eugene, OR
Predator Conservation Alliance: Bozeman, MT
Predator Education Fund: Salt Lake City, UT
Rim to Rim Restoration: Moab, UT
Seeds of Simplicity: Glendale, CA
Sheep Mountain Alliance: Telluride, CO
Spirit of the Sage Council: Pasadena, CA
Superior Wilderness Action Network: St. Paul, MN
Taxpayers for the Animas River: Durango, CO
Utah Environmental Congress: Salt Lake City, UT
Wasatch Mountain Club: Salt Lake City, UT
Wetlands Action Network: Malibu, CA
Wild Utah Forest Campaign: Salt Lake City, UT
Wild Utah Project: Salt Lake City, UT
Wild Wilderness: Bend, OR
Wildlife Damage Review: Tucson, AZ
Wise Use Movement: Seattle, WA
Wyoming Outdoors Council: Lander, WY
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PO Box 466
Moab, UT 84532
435.259.1063
info@livingrivers.org

April 30, 2007
Regional Director, Lower Colorado Region
Bureau of Reclamation, Attn: BCOO-1000
P.O. Box 61470
Boulder City, NV 89006-1470
Sent via email: strategies@lc.usbr.gov
Re: Comments on Draft Environmental Impact Statement for Colorado River Interim
Guidelines for Lower Basin Shortages and Coordinated Operations for Lake Powell
and Lake Mead
Dear Regional Director,
Living Rivers/Colorado Riverkeeper and the Center for Biological Diversity submit the
following as comments on the Draft Environmental Impact Statement for Colorado
River Interim Guidelines for Lower Basin Shortages and Coordinated Operations for
Lake Powell and Lake Mead (DEIS).
With this DEIS, it was hoped that the seven basin states and the Bureau of Reclamation
(Reclamation) would take an important step in articulating the need for, and response
to, the increasing likelihood that Colorado River water users will experience shortages.
It was assumed that in this era of uncertainty surrounding Colorado River hydrology
that Reclamation would hold true to its mission to manage, develop, and protect water
and related resources in an environmentally and economically sound manner in the
interest of the American public. Unfortunately, the DEIS fell well short in meeting these
expectations.
When the public hears the word “shortages,” the term most commonly associated with
this initiative, it wants to know how much, and the appropriate actions necessary to
respond. While the DEIS has provided answers, the response leaves the public with
little confidence that the principle agency responsible for managing the Colorado River
water supplies has a full grasp of the problems now before it, nor a commitment to
charting a path to overcome them.
• Baseline Conditions Not Properly Defined
The potential for shortages on the Colorado River have been mounting long before
the emergence of the current drought. The over-allocation of water due to improper
assumptions as to the Colorado River’s mean inflow has reached the point where
shortages, which never occurred in the past, will shortly be inevitable. Reclamation is
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repeating the same mistake by using a 15.0 million acre-feet (maf) mean inflow
projection well above the paleo-climate reconstruction estimates of 13.0-14.7 maf. If
the observed flows of 14.2 maf of the past 50 years were to be used as a guide, the
Basin States proposal would be of little value, and Upper Basin water users would be
destined to restrict their consumption to meet their delivery requirements to the
Lower Basin.
• Climate Change Does Not Exist?
Reclamation’s modeling excluded any analysis of the potential for the region’s rising
temperatures to further impact future streamflow. Study after study from the
nation’s leading research centers now point to reduced flows on the Colorado River
in the years ahead: ranging from 10 percent over the next century to upwards of 50
percent by 2050. As the National Research Council reported in February, while there
may be uncertainty as to the magnitude of change, flows on the Colorado River are
expected to reduce. Even the most modest reduction in flows, five percent over the
53-year forecast period, would create shortages far in excess of what the DEIS has
contemplated.
• Conservation Measures Undefined
While a program for banking conserved water in Lake Mead is contained in the Basin
States proposal, this program appears speculative as to the level of participation, or
how it assures a decreasing reliance on Colorado River water commensurate with the
level of shortages Nature may impose.
We fully recognize the dilemma faced by Reclamation in developing this DEIS. Had it
undertaken a thorough evaluation, addressing the range of uncertainty regarding mean
streamflow and climate, the Basin States initiative would have looked far too meager a
response to warrant much consideration. However, Reclamation’s principle mission,
especially during these uncertain hydrologic times, should be to present as unbiased
and as clear picture of what the future might be, not what a select group of politicians
and/or special interests want it to look like.
1. Baseline Conditions Not Properly Defined
Reclamation must present a clear picture to the public of the real challenge facing
Colorado River water users. The system’s over-allocation is now creating an imbalance
that requires shortages to become the norm, not rare events that may result from
extended dry periods. These are not problems necessitating detailed study to
understand nor sophisticated computer models to simulate, yet Reclamation neglects to
offer such critical background information to the pubic.
As illustrated in Table 1, employing Reclamation’s own assumptions, in 2008 it is
projected that the Colorado River will provide an operating surplus of just 2.7%
(400,000 af), shifting to an annual net shortage of 3.3% (-490,000 af) by 2060. This latter
figure is little different from the extensive results offered by Reclamation’s own model
discussed in Chapter 4, Section 4 of the DEIS.
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Table 1
Colorado River Water Balance
Inflows
Mean Inflows at Lees Ferry
Gains between Glen Canyon Dam
and Hoover Dam
Gains below Hoover Dam
Total System Inflows
Outflows
Upper Basin depletions
Lake Powell evaporation
Lake Mead evaporation
Lower Basin & Mexico consumption
Evaporation and operational
losses below Hoover Dam
Net System Balance

2008

2060

15.03

15.03

0.77
0.50
16.30

0.77
0.50
16.30

(4.54)
(0.56)
(0.80)
(9.00)

(5.43)
(0.56)
(0.80)
(9.00)

(1.0)

(1.0)

0.40

(0.49)

Although this imbalance is what is now driving the Basin States to develop a plan for
shortages, nowhere in the DEIS are such basic issues and mathematics surrounding the
system’s over-allocation addressed. It is not the drought that is forcing this EIS. Nor is it
the potential intervention by the Secretary of Interior should Lake Mead fall below 1,025
msl as stated in the Purpose and Need. These are all secondary to the main issue: the
Colorado River has reached its limit, yet plans are underway to take more water.
It’s vital that Reclamation ensures the public is fully aware of this dynamic, since it
illustrates how sensitive the system has now become to changes in inflow, and thus
how critically important inflow assumption are for Colorado River planning purposes.
Reclamation, however, has avoided any frank discussion on the likelihood of, or
impacts resulting from, a reduction in the forecasted mean inflow of 15.0 maf used in its
modeling. Reclamation offers the public only this, “However, 99-year record period is a
relatively short time frame, and it is possible that future flows may include periods of
wet or dry conditions that are outside of all the possible sequences seen in the historical
record.”
This is an amazingly cavalier attitude since Reclamation knows better than most how
foolhardy reliance on merely observed streamflow records can be. History has already
proven that mistakes in forecasting future mean streamflow on the Colorado can lead to
major problems down the road. It is precisely such a misadventure that is behind the
imbalance the system now experiences. This DEIS is underway now because those who
signed-off on the Colorado River Compact of 1922 mistakenly believed in their mean
Lees Ferry streamflow calculations of 16.4 maf. In allocating just 15 maf, they assumed a
nearly ten percent buffer. A buffer we’ve longtime known is not there. Scientists concur
that the period used by Compact drafters was the wettest in the past 1,200 years, and
have also concluded the 20th century to be one of the wettest overall. Knowing this, it
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seems imprudent to assume future flows will necessarily be so benevolent.
As the National Research Council (NRC) stated in its recent report, “Colorado River
Basin Water Management: Evaluating and Adjusting to Hydroclimatic Variability,”
relying on gage data alone is a somewhat antiquated practice.
“For many years, scientific understanding of Colorado River flows was based primarily on
gaged streamflow records that covered several decades. Recent studies based on tree-ring
data, covering hundreds of years, have transformed the paradigm governing understanding
of the river’s long-term behavior and mean flows. These studies affirm year-to-year
variations in the gaged records. They also demonstrate that the river’s mean annual flow—
over multi-decadal and centennial time scales, as shown in multiple and independent
reconstructions of Colorado River flows—is itself subject to fluctuations.”
The studies the NRC authors refer to all estimate a long-term mean streamflow at Lees
Ferry below the 15.0 maf mean uses by Reclamation in the DEIS.
Table 2
Reconstructions of Colorado River
Mean Flows at Lees Ferry
Author (year)
Stockton and Jacoby (1976)
Michaelsen et al. (1990)
Hidalgo et al. (2000)
Woodhouse et al. (2006)

Reconstruction Period
1511/12/20-1961
1568-1962
1493-1962
1490-1997/98

MAF
13.0 – 14.15
13.8
13.0
14.1 – 14.7

These paleoclimatic reconstructions illustrate that it is not only possible, but growing
evidence suggests that the observed mean streamflow being used by Reclamation is too
high. Surprisingly, nowhere in the DEIS is this fundamental assumption addressed,
merely the disclaimer that the model may misrepresent the future because of its reliance
on the observed record.
Here again, a sophisticated model is not necessary to illustrate the significant impacts
changes in mean streamflow would have on the imbalance growing in the system.
Figure 1 uses the information from Tables 1 and 2 to estimate the net annual shortages
Colorado River water users will experience should the mean inflow be less than 15.0
maf Reclamation projects. Figure 1 also illustrates how, should future flows drop to 14.1
maf annually, shortages will likely occur in both the Upper and Lower Basins—not just
the Lower Basin as forecasted in the DEIS. Furthermore, this 6.2 percent reduction in the
mean streamflow is sufficient to generate average annual shortages right now in excess
of the 400,000 – 600,000 af shortage policy at the heart of the Basin States alternative.
Evaluating a reduction of this magnitude is hardly inappropriate as it is very close to
the observed mean of 14.2 maf from 1950 to the present.
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Figure 1
Anticipated Average Annual Colorado River Surplus/Shortages
Under Observed Record and Selected Reconstructed Mean Inflows

To its credit, Reclamation does provide some alternative flow sequences summarized in
Appendix N. However, no analysis was performed on the potential impacts should the
observed mean streamflow prove inaccurate in projecting future Colorado River flows.
Two of the three scenarios used relied on the observed record to simulate flows with
greater variability, but not significant reductions in mean flow volumes. The third
alternative sequence, Direct Paleo, used Woodhouse data with a mean of 14.6 maf. This
offered a glimpse into the type of sensitivity analysis that should be undertaken on the
full range of reconstructed streamflow estimates. The likelihood of shortages rose from
70 to 80 percent in 2060, with shortages in excess of 2 maf five percent of the time—
shortages not forecasted using the observed mean of 15.0 maf. To these changes
Reclamation offers just the following commentary on the Direct Paleo results.
“The Direct Paleo scenario underestimates the observed mean, as expected, because this
paleo reconstruction has a lower mean (14.6 million acre-feet [maf]) than the observed
period (15.0 maf). …The Direct Paleo is able to generate much lower flows that observed,
approximately 3.7 maf lower five percent of the time. It was expected the Direct Paleo would
generate lower flows than observed as these are characteristic of Lees Ferry streamflow
reconstructions.” Pages N-4/5)
To limit such an important discussion to known statistical differences without any
background as to why these differences exist, and that surrounding them is a whole
body of work that suggests that Reclamation is over-estimating the mean annual flow,
is not only misleading, but wholly inappropriate given the issues at stake should
Reclamation’s assumptions be wrong.
As Table 2 illustrates, Reclamation’s choice of reconstruction data with an annual mean
of 14.6 maf is at the top end of the mean flow estimates by paleo-reconstruction
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researchers. While the data used for its Direct Paleo scenario is among the most recent,
the National Research Council further notes there is not yet consensus on which
reconstruction may be most appropriate for planning purposes. Therefore, Reclamation
must not limit its discussion of alternative hydrologic sequencing to merely a brief
analysis of one reconstruction data set. It must fully analyze the full range of variability
advanced by researchers so that both Reclamation and the public can be sufficiently
informed to evaluate the alternatives for the proposed action.
2. Climate Change Does Not Exist?
Even more alarming than Reclamation’s unwillingness to objectively address what
constitutes an appropriate historical mean streamflow, is the agency’s policy to wholly
ignore the recommendations of climate scientists who are warning with increasing
regularity of the inevitability of reduced Colorado River flows in the decades ahead.
The most recent alert arrived this month in the April edition of Science Magazine.
The Lamont Doherty Earth Observatory of Columbia University forecasts that drier
climatic conditions are already taking hold in the Southwest. Droughts similar to
what the region is now experiencing will become more common, and the respites in
between will generate less precipitation than in the past.
“ Here we show that there is a broad consensus amongst climate models that this region will
dry significantly in the 21st Century and that the transition to a more arid climate should
already be underway. If these models are correct, the levels of aridity of the recent multiyear
drought, or the Dust Bowl and 1950s droughts, will, within the coming years to decades,
become the new climatology of the American Southwest.”
In the National Research Council’s report released six weeks earlier it was emphasized
that the trend toward rising temperatures in the Colorado River basin will continue,
thus further stressing water supplies.
“Any future decreases in Colorado River streamflow, driven primarily by increasing
temperatures, would be especially troubling because the quantity of water allocations under
the Law of the River already exceeds the amount of mean annual Colorado River flows.
This situation will become even more serious if there are sustained decreases in mean
Colorado River flows. Results from these numerous hydroclimatic studies are not
unanimous, and all projections of future conditions contain some degree of uncertainty.
Nevertheless, the body of climate and hydrologic modeling exercises for the Colorado River
basin points to a warmer future with reductions in streamflow and runoff.”
To illustrate this range of forecasts one need look no further than the two most recent
papers released that address the Colorado River specifically. Both used models
contained in the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), 4th Assessment
released in February.
In Christensen, et al. 2007, University of Washington, it was found that mean results
from eleven models generated reductions of annual streamflow at Lees Ferry from eight
to eleven percent toward the end of the century: “Although our results show somewhat
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smaller (ensemble mean) reductions in runoff over the next century than in previous
studies (Christensen et al, 2004 in particular), the reservoir system simulations show
nonetheless that supply may be reduced below current demand which in turn will
cause considerable degradation of system performance.”
In Hoerling, et al., 2006, NOAA Earth System Research Laboratory, where 12 models
were employed, a much more dramatic changes to the mean flow at Lees Ferry was
forecasted: “Relative to the 1990-2005 mean flow of 13 maf, the 42-run average projects a
25 percent decline in streamflow during 2006-2030, and a 45 percent decline during
2035-2060.”
In 2005, Milly, et al., NOAA Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory, 12 models
contained in the IPCC 4th Assessment were also used to assess future Colorado River
flows. The results projected reductions in the Colorado River flows from 10 to 30
percent by 2050.
In the face of such mounting evidence, Reclamation remains steadfast in using its 15.0
maf observed mean streamflow to evaluate proposed alternatives designed to address
shortage conditions. However, if the projections contained in the findings of any of the
above researchers prove accurate, such conditions would dramatically, if not entirely
eliminate, the viability of the proposed alternatives to cope with the scale of shortages
Nature may deliver during Reclamation’s forecast period.
As illustrated in Table 3 and Figure 2 below, assuming the most modest projections of
just a 5 percent increase over the next 50 years, the Colorado River system will begin to
force shortages in both the Upper and Lower Basins by 2060. Albeit crude, the results of
such calculations are not inconsistent with past research. As Nash et al., reported in
1993, a 5 percent reduction on Colorado River flows would indeed begin to stress the
Upper Basin’s ability to meet its Colorado River Compact obligations.
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Table 3
Estimated Impact of Inflow Reductions
On Colorado River Water Balances in 2060
Using 15.03 maf Observed Mean Streamflow
0%
Inflows
Mean Inflows at Lees Ferry
Gains between Glen Canyon Dam
and Hoover Dam.
Gains below Hoover Dam
Total System Inflows
Outflows
Upper Basin depletions
Lake Powell evaporation
Lake Mead evaporation
Lower Basin & Mexico consumption
Evaporation and operational
losses below Hoover Dam
Total System Losses
Net System Balance

Reduction
-5%
-10%

-15%

15.03

14.28

13.53

12.78

0.77
0.50
16.30

0.73
0.48
15.49

0.69
0.45
14.67

0.65
0.43
13.86

(4.54)
(0.56)
(0.80)
(9.00)

(5.43)
(0.59)
(0.84)
(9.00)

(5.43)
(0.62)
(0.88)
(9.00)

(5.43)
(0.64)
(0.92)
(9.00)

(1.00)

(1.05)

(1.10)

(1.15)

(15.90)

(16.91)

(17.03)

(17.14)

(0.40)

(1.42)

(2.36)

(3.29)

Figure 2
Estimated Impact of Inflow Reductions on Colorado River Shortages 2010- 2060
Using 15.03 maf Observed Mean Streamflow

These estimated shortages are all calculated assuming Reclamation’s 15.0 maf
streamflow. As noted above, there is significant evidence that suggest that reliance on
the observed record my significantly over-estimate the system’s ability to avoid
shortages. Moreover, as the Hoering analysis illustrated, models themselves rely on
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different mean streamflows when making their forecasts. As such, it’s instructive to also
examine how shortage conditions may change depending on the mean streamflow the
climate change reduction factor are applied to. Figure 3 illustrates how a 10% reduction
in flows attributed to climate change would impact the same reconstructed streamflow
estimates from Figure 1.
Figure 3
Estimated Impact on Colorado River Shortages 2010- 2060
Assuming a 10% Inflow Reduction to Observed, and Selected Reconstructed Mean Inflows

While nobody yet knows if any of the scenarios outlined in Figures 2 and 3 above will
pass by Lees Ferry in the coming decades, all estimates are well within the range of
projections that have been made by climate researchers to date. Needless to say, all
forecast shortages well beyond the range contemplated by the DEIS.
For Reclamation to project future Colorado River shortages while ignoring such
overwhelming evidence is of an error of magnitude far greater than mistakes made by
those who framed the Compact 85 years ago. Then, just a few people were asking that
caution be exercised given the limited data at hand. Now society is faced with the
reverse. Most people recognize the need for caution given the volumes of data available
encouraging it, yet Reclamation alone chooses to embark on a path of risk, blind to the
flashing lights along the way.
3. The Conservation Unknown
The majority of the DEIS evaluates plans for when and how to reduce flows from Lake
Mead should certain shortage conditions exist. What is virtually ignored are the steps
the Lower Basin should be taking to reduce its reliance on this water as these shortages
gradually become a permanent condition due to increased Upper Basin consumption
and the potential continuation of the downward trend in overall system inflows.
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Admittedly, given the limited level of initial shortages forecasted by Reclamation for
the interim period, the DEIS likely assumes that such shortages are of a magnitude well
within the abilities of the Lower Basin states to absorb without creating additional noise
in the system. However, even under Reclamation’s rather optimistic predictions of
inflows, shortages of more than .5 maf will become commonplace. Arizona in particular
will be facing reductions nearly every year.
More importantly, should Colorado River inflows continue to reflect the kind of
downturn many researchers are predicting, a nearly persistent state for Lower Basin
reductions would quickly materialize. Furthermore, should those forecasts suggesting
more severe reductions in streamflow prove accurate, the Upper Basin too may be
forced to permanently adjust its consumption.
The DEIS’s only attention to the water conservation issues pertaining to the Basin States
Alternative, is through a mechanism allowing the Basin States to bank water in Lake
Mead for release at a later date. However, as the DEIS notes, the actual use of this
program is vague to say the least.
“At this time, it is unknown which entities might participate in a Lake Mead mechanism that
allows the storage and delivery of conserved system and non-system water. Furthermore, the
timing and magnitude of the storage and delivery of conserved water is unknown.” (Page M1.)
Furthermore, as is illustrated in the specimen worksheet reproduced in Table M-3, it is
unclear if the kinks of the program have been ironed out. The worksheet shows
California accumulating over 3 maf of water in Lake Mead, whereas the assumptions
state California’s maximum allowable accumulation is 1.5 maf.
While a potentially valuable concept, the lack of any discussion as to how this, or any
other program, will cause those Lower Basin water users most exposed to shortage
situation to reduce their reliance on Colorado River water, illustrates an ongoing lack of
foresight by the Lower Basin states. As summarized in Section 1 above, these shortages
have been a known problem resulting from the river’s over-allocation. The Lower
Basin’s reluctance to address this problem is evidence by the political background
spawning the Basin States proposal, and ultimately this DEIS. Moreover, the Lower
Basin’s unwillingness to advance a more far-reaching alternative, which recognizes the
scale of potential shortages discussed above, further reveals its resistance to planning
for what it has known for decades would be coming.
Therefore, the Department of Interior must require from the Basin States, as a precondition to any changes in dam operations, a detailed action plan outlining how they
will reduce their consumption of Colorado River should shortages of the range
discussed above materialize. It’s not enough to assume that junior water rights holders
will happily accept such cuts on a regular basis. Colorado River water users must
resolve disputes in advance of shortages occurring, so that federal resources, including
the courts, are not forced to do it for them.
In developing their plans, the Basin States and Reclamation should examine the
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tremendous water losses evaporating off the surfaces of Lakes Powell and Mead,
averaging 1.36 maf annually. Much of the water in both these reservoirs could be stored
underground in aquifers already plumbed into the Colorado River system.
It’s ironic that as the climate heats up, and evaporation rates increase, the states of
Arizona and California, which have extensive capacity in their Colorado River
groundwater recharge facilities, would advocate storing “conserved” water in Lake
Mead where more losses will undoubtedly occur. The DEIS should therefore examine
how the proposed “Lake Mead storage and delivery of conserved system and nonsystem water” program can be shifted to more efficient storage reservoirs underground.
Such storage would also avoid the potential loss associated with Mead banking should
Reclamation be forced to spill excess water for flood control purposes through Hoover
Dam
Conclusion
Thirty million people now rely on Colorado River water to be delivered to their homes,
a number which is increasing despite the fact river flows are decreasing. Much of the
Southwest economy relies on this water, therefore will experience serious repercussions
should shortages materialize that are beyond the magnitude forecasted in this DEIS.
The men who met at Bishops Lodge in 1922 created this problem by allocating more
water than the Colorado River had historically provided. Reclamation now appears
destined to perpetuate this error by again assuming there is more water in the river
than paleo-reconstruction experts now advise. Moreover, Nature is in the process of
imposing major changes on the Colorado River that no amount of computer modeling
can hide.
We therefore urge Reclamation and the Basin States to take a step back and revisit the
assumptions that went into this process so they better reflect the changing world
around them. Only then can some real alternatives for dealing with the real shortages
problems be developed, analyzed and presented to the public. The longer Reclamation
and the Basin States delay attending to all this, the fewer the options, the more
contentions the atmosphere, and the more costly the solutions become.
Lastly, recognizing the importance of this issue, Living Rivers/Colorado Riverkeeper
would appreciate the opportunity to offer additional comments to Reclamation and this
DEIS process. We understand that other interveners intend to submit comments beyond
today’s published deadline and that Reclamation has agreed to incorporate them in the
Final EIS. Please notify us as to the final deadline after which no additional comments
will be accepted on this DEIS.
Sincerely,
John Weisheit, Living Rivers, Conservation Director
Michelle Harrington, Center for Biological Diversity, Rivers Program Director
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Mr. W. Russ Findlay
Fish and Wildlife Biologist, PRO-773
Bureau of Reclamation, Provo Area Office
302 East 1860 South
Provo, UT 84606-73 17
Telephone: 801 -379-1 084
Fax: 801-379-1 159
Email: rfindlay@usbr.gov

Subject: Draft Environmental Assessment and Biological Assessment for the
Green River Pumping Plant Project

Dear Mr. Findlay
Thank you for this opportunity for Living Rivers and Center for Biological Diversity
to provide comments concerning the Environmental Assessment and Biological
Assessment for the Green River Pumping Project.
Our members and staff are concerned about the impairment of critical habitat for
endangered species of the Colorado River basin, namely bonytail chub,
humpback chub, razorback sucker and Colorado pikeminnow. We regard the
river reaches between Flaming Gorge Dam and the Confluence with the
Colorado River as the best hope for their recovery, since the mainstream is
nearly free-flowing for over 425 miles.
PO Box 466 • Moab, UT 84532 • 435.259.1063
Fax 435.259.7612 • www.livingrivers.org
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We are also concerned about the 50% decline in the populations of threatened
fish species of the Upper Basin, namely bluehead sucker, flannelmouth sucker
and roundtail chub. Declines in the populations of threatened and endangered
fish species, especially bonytail chub and razorback sucker, indicate that the
Upper Basin Recovery Program is not successful despite 32 years of activity. The
next 32 years are not likely to be productive either, considering depletions in the
Upper Basin will increase in-step with streamflow reductions due to persistent
drought and climate change.
Until the endangered fish species are delisted, we respectfully request that all
proposed water contracts with the Bureau of Reclamation be suspended. This
request is reasonable and prudent considering the two-year Basin Study Initiative
now underway by Reclamation and the seven basin states, which will attempt to
address the acknowledged, system-wide imbalances of supply and demand.
Until the imbalances are mitigated, it is highly likely that legal challenges in the
basin will occur over water rights, water quality, and endangered species.
Need and purpose for a basin-wide Programmatic Environmental Impact
Statement
We insist that the Department of Interior and its agencies implement a basin-wide
Environmental Impact Statement immediately. The key aspect of the study
should address the recovery of endangered fish. In so doing, Interior will
simultaneously solve the issues of water quantity and quality for both basins and
Mexico.
Specific Concerns for Critical Habitat in Reach Three of Green RIver
There are both existing and proposed water withdrawals below the US
Geological Survey gage at Green River, Utah that do not have contracts with
Reclamation for water from Flaming Gorge Reservoir. The critical habitat for
endangered fish in Labyrinth and Stillwater Canyons is defined as having low
gradient with massive amounts of sediment that create ideal slack water
nurseries for endangered fish. However, we have observed on river trips in
Labyrinth and Stillwater Canyons that sandbar habitats can entrap juvenile fish,
which increases mortality, when the river level drops due to intense evaporation
and irrigation in July and August.
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We think it is necessary for Reclamation and US Fish and Wildlife Service to
make a proper determination of what the summer minimal instream flows should
be for Labyrinth and Stillwater Canyons to eliminate mortality caused by
increased depletions. We also suggest that the USGS install a gage above
Canyonlands National Park so that the instream flows can be properly monitored
for compliance. Mineral Bottom at River Mile 52 comes to mind as a potential
locality for this stream gage for reasons of accessibility by road.
We also suggest that Tusher Wash Diversion Dam above Green River, Utah be
replaced with a dam that allows safe passage of fish and river boats. We also
suggest that the diversion have a sophisticated screening devise to keep eggs
and juvenile fish from being stranded in irrigated fields. This dam was initially
constructed with cottonwood cribs filled with rocks and the integrity of the dam is
questionable considering the age of the facility.
Thank you again for this opportunity to comment. If we can be of any assistance,
please do not hesitate to contact us.
Sincerely yours,

John Weisheit
Conservation Director
Living Rivers
Robin Silver
Board of Directors
Center for Biological Diversity
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January 31, 2012
Mr. Kirk LaGory
Glen Canyon LTEMP EIS Scoping
Argonne National Laboratory, EVS/240
9700 South Cass Avenue
Argonne, IL 60439
Re: Scoping comments for LTEMP EIS on operations of Glen Canyon Dam and impacts
to Grand Canyon National Park and Glen Canyon National Recreation Area
Dear Mr. LaGory:
Living Rivers, Colorado Riverkeeper, Center for BIological Diversity and River Runners
for Wilderness submit the following comments for the Long-Term Experimental and
Management Plan (LTEMP) Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) to be prepared
under the guidelines of the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA).
The purpose and need for this proposed action as described in the Federal Register of
July 6, 2011 is: to reverse the impairment of downstream resources caused by
operations of Glen Canyon Dam (GCD) Glen Canyon National Recreation Area
(GCNRA) and Grand Canyon National Park (GCNP), as mandated by the Grand
Canyon Protection Act (GCPA), Endangered Species Act (ESA), and other federal laws.
The notice also lists the lead agencies for this EIS as Argonne National Laboratory, and
two agencies of Department of Interior (DOI), the Bureau of Reclamation (Reclamation),
and the National Park Service (NPS). The cooperating agencies include in part: US Fish
and Wildlife Service (FWS), US Geological Survey (USGS), Western Area Power
Administration (WAPA), and the First Nations.
I. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
A. Visioning the LTEMP EIS
Interior’s approach of creating management plans in incremental, piece-meal fashion
with narrow time-frames has persisted for too long. The proposed 10- to 15-year
management plan continues this short-sighted approach. The current drought could last
another two decades or, contrarily, a probable maximum flood could arrive. These
variables would have a significant impact on the ecosystem in Glen and Grand canyons
below GCD.
PO Box 466 • Moab, UT 84532 • 435.259.1063 • www.livingrivers.org
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Diminished reservoir levels at Lake Powell may require strategies to cool the river and
to increase the level of dissolved oxygen. Conversely, maximum reservoir levels may
require strategies to warm the river and decrease the export of sand from the river
ecosystem in Grand Canyon and into Lake Mead.
Interior should not assume that the circumstances of the next two decades will be
predictable and Interior should be properly prepared to take action under any future
reservoir management scenario. The EIS team should therefore heed the two
Secretarial Orders that address climate change in federal planning and to also utilize
rigorous science (SO #32891 & SO #3305).2
Interior must look further into the future when undertaking this EIS. Interior should
strongly embrace foresight scenario planning in the time-frame of a 100-years or
greater, and allow for a broader, more realistic range of scenarios to be explored
including: climate change, enduring aridity and catastrophic flood events.
Additionally, it must be recognized that Glen Canyon Dam has a lifespan, thus it’s
appropriate to consider what a plan would look like when GCD can no longer perform its
primary function of storing water, storing sediment, and providing safe and reliable flood
control. Especially as it relates to preparing a funding mechanism for such a plan, since
it will be quite expensive to mitigate infrastructure that is compromised, and also a
challenge to keep water deliveries uninterrupted and of good quality.
Furthermore, flow regimes and infrastructure necessary to provide more flexibility and
diversity in the experimental programs of the Adaptive Management Program (AMP)
have yet to be implemented or tried. For example, a temperature control device,
mechanical sediment augmentation (which would also disadvantage hunt-by-sight nonnative fish), floods timed with the spawning season, floods of higher magnitude to
increase sand and carbon storage in the old high water zone, and low and steady flows
immediately following the spring spawn, which would provide nursery habitat and
increase the yield of the food base for the hatchlings.
The scope of this EIS must also include a much broader and aggressive range
of experimentation other than the three high flow experiments of the recent past, limited
mechanical fish removal, and two months of steady flows in September and October.
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http://www.riversimulator.org/Resources/USBR/SecOrder3289.pdf
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http://www.riversimulator.org/Resources/USBR/SecOrderNo3305ScientificIntegrity.pdf
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B. The Adaptive Management Program
In monitoring the progress of the GCD AMP for nearly 15 years, it is evident that were
the program functioning properly, most specifically employing the practice of “learn by
doing,” then this EIS would be wholly unnecessary.
For example, since the signing of the Record of Decision (ROD) there is less sand, less
archeology, the razorback sucker (RBS) is now extirpated, and the river is still deprived
of the basic habitat elements to repatriate RBS and the other extirpated species.
“Doing” means AMP should be willful about solving management issues as they arrive
(or change) through rigorous planning, research, experimentation, and monitoring
programs, which includes finishing compliance documents in a timely manner without
periodic suspension. From the beginning of the first Adaptive Management Working
Group meeting of 1997, the program has proven not to have that kind of leadership. In
fact, its dysfunction is precisely why this EIS is necessary.
The public can’t help but notice that AMP has lowered the bar of achievement over the
last 15 years. Instead of applying themselves to perform beneficial accomplishments,
the AMP focuses on avoiding litigation. It is not uncommon to have major components
of AMP meetings devoted to addressing possible, pending or existing litigation brought
on by the public as result of the program’s unwillingness to act in the public’s interest
and within the resource protection spirit that lead to its creation. As such, the AMP in its
present form is counterproductive and its continued existence will only ensure further
degradation of the ecosystem and contention from the public.
Therefore, the reformation of AMP, its mandate, structure and decision-making must
become a high priority of this EIS.
C. Documents of Departure and a Contradictory Management Objective
The Biological Opinion (BiOp) of 2008 stated the Modified Low Fluctuating Flow (MLFF)
regime is not harmful to humpback chub (HBC), which is a departure from the BiOp of
1994 and its recommendation for the Seasonally Adjusted Steady Flow (SASF) regime.
The decision by FWS was based on status and trend reports published by the USGS.
The documents explain that the populations of HBC began to increase slightly in the
1990s, which is when the MLFF regime was initiated.
This result does not necessarily mean that MLFF is the appropriate flow regime from
GCD. It is quite possible that had the SASF flow regime been in place since 1996, the
HBC may have been delisted by now and the RBS would not be extirpated. Until SASF
is fully tested, this flow regime should not be eliminated from any alternative.
Additionally, SASF is most likely required to repatriate RBS and restore its critical
habitat below the mouth of the Paria River—a mandate of the GCD AMP, but one which
has been ignored since its inception. SASF is also likely required to increase the yield of
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the food base of the Colorado River. This flow regime is also more likely to retain more
sediment than MLFF. The 2005 State of the Colorado River Report (SCORE3) by USGS
does specifically state that MLFF is not a successful flow regime for the retention of
sand.
Moreover, the GCD AMP’s whole approach to non-natives, especially trout, is baffling.
Removing non-native trout in one reach, while concurrently maintaining a healthy nonnative population of in another reach, is an objective that must be reevaluated,
especially given that such a management objective is contrary to resource protection
within the national park system.
D. Looking Back into the Administrative History
Fifty-years of progressive degradation of the nation’s premiere national park is
unacceptable. Upon reviewing the administrative record of dam operations since the
development of the National Environmental Policy Act of 1970 (NEPA) it’s clear how
Reclamation has been overtly reluctant to adapt to new environmental policies as major
federal actions occur.
This willful delay has only served to increase the degradation of park values over time
and making its long-term recovery all the more difficult to achieve. Consequently, the
park is in a situation where the urgency is far greater than it was 15-years ago when
AMP was first chartered. This EIS must demonstrate that this lost time will be recovered
and aggressive programming will rebound from this point onward.
E. Annual and Five-year Operating Plans
On March 3, 19974 the Federal Register published guidelines for developing an annual
operating plan and the 5-year review as it relates to fulfilling the provisions of the Grand
Canyon Protection Act (GCPA). It is not clear that the intent of the GCPA is fully
captured in these two operating plans. For example, the balancing flows of Interim
Criteria (2007) could have been performed in a manner that would have provided
benefits to critical habitat, instead of disturbing the mass balance of sand and other
basic elements of critical habitat such as the food base and near-shore warming.
This EIS must provide a better integration with these 1- and 5-year operating plans. For
example, mailing the draft annual operating plan each spring to all the interested parties
and then scheduling a brief consultation meeting at McCarren Airport in Las Vegas is
wholly inappropriate given the importance of these guidelines.

3

http://www.riversimulator.org/Resources/USGS/score_2005.pdf

4

http://www.riversimulator.org/Resources/GCDAMP/GCDAMPchronicle/FRN3march1997.pdf
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F. Interim Opportunities for Immediate Change
Interior must immediately initiate SASF until the Record of Decision (ROD) for the
LTEMP EIS is formally initiated. This is a situation that would be similar to the Interim
Flow criteria that was instituted while the EIS process was underway in the early 1990s.
Such action will allow sediment retention to once again become balanced in the
ecosystem, and for the elements of critical habitat to be improved. Especially since
Reclamation announced on January 6 (link),5 that high volume balancing flows would
be prematurely suspended due to dry conditions; the snowpack is currently 30% of the
April 15 total average.
Additionally, it is not unreasonable to assume that the LTEMP EIS will likely be delayed,
as was the case for the first EIS that began in 1989, or even suspended, as was the
case for the LTEP EIS that began in 2007. This includes the two suspensions of the
Environmental Assessments (EAs) to implement a temperature control device.
Initiating SASF immediately provides the ecosystem in the national park the best
baseline to work with in the near future should delays or suspensions again occur.
G. A Brief Presentation of Proposed Alternatives
The table below summarizes the two alternatives that must be addressed by the EIS,
both of which are discussed further in Section III.
Table No. 1: Two alternatives in brief for consideration of the LTEMP EIS
Alternative
A: Mimic the
natural
hydrograph
and other
natural
processes

5

Basic components and benefits in brief
• Implement mechanical sediment augmentation.
• Time spring freshets with the native fish spawn.
• Implement selective temperature control.
• Implement low steady flows in summer and fall.
• Non-native fish removal.
• Repatriate extirpated species.
• Remove tamarisk and restore the native riparian plant
community for sensitive bird species.
• Implement replacement power without increasing carbon
emissions, and without constructing dams and pump back
hydropower facilities.

http://www.riversimulator.org/Resources/USBR/LTEMP/GCDOperationsJanuary2012RickClayton.pdf
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Alternative

Basic components and benefits in brief

B: Dam
removal and a
precautionary
principle
management
plan

• Prepare for sediment filling the reservoir and aging infrastructure.
• Manage for climate change including the need for land
management practices to control dust on snowpack.
• Revise flood control management in the historic floodplain below
Davis Dam; reform planning and zoning laws to protect people
and infrastructure.
• Create strident programs to protect the watershed from pollution
and permanently withdraw all fossil and nuclear fuel leases in the
basin.
• Replenish depleted aquifers to create a groundwater storage
buffer for shortages and emergencies (drought and natural
disasters).
• Reform planning and zoning to reflect reality with available water
resources without vulnerable and energy intensive augmentation
technology.
• Reform agricultural practices.
• Restore the natural hydrograph and the sediment balance
without the intensive capital outlay of additional infrastructure to
mimic natural processes during the lifespan of GCD.
• Avoid the inherent dangers of GCD failure, which include the
vulnerability of a cost-saving, arch-cantilever dam design that
utilizes closed spillways of inadequate capacity, and built in water
soluble Navajo sandstone.
• Increase water yield by reducing bank storage and evaporation.
• Increase the range of riparian habitat and restore the connectivity
of the major tributaries for native fish species.
• The breakdown of leaf litter and woody debris would naturally
augment the food web with much-needed carbon.
• Create immediate jobs that include landscape restoration, nonnative fish removal, and sediment stability projects.
• Initiate sediment removal program at Lake Mead.

6
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II. ADMINISTRATIVE HISTORY
A. The Adaptive Management Program
Since 1973, the public has demonstrated a desire for a functioning, natural ecosystem
in Grand Canyon National Park (GCNP). Despite decades of interventions and litigation,
there have been no deliverables. Forty years has been more than enough time to return
the river corridor in Grand Canyon to mimic its pre-dam natural state, but so far this has
not occurred, nor as evidenced by the limited information surrounding the scope and
need for this EIS is there any indication that much change can be anticipated from the
foregoing.
Nonetheless, we do commend Interior’s decision to start this new EIS because it is
indeed urgently required. Interior must start over and essentially return back to
accepting the recommendations of the leading aquatic ecologists of 1993 (Clarkson,
1994),6 the Biological Opinion7 of 1994, and the visionary period of the 1995 - 1997
Transition Working Group (TWG Final Objectives, 1996).8
As we have suggested since our scoping letter of April 2, 2004,9 the AMP as presently
structured should be abandoned and something new put in its place. Basically the
responsible agencies of DOI and sovereign nations (tribes) should comprise AMP and
let the others participate on the same tier as the public citizen.
Typically, other AMP “stakeholders,” especially WAPA, exert undue influence on the
AMP’s direction and decisions, as their aims (maximize power generation) run 180degrees contrary to the habitat needs of the river corridor through Grand Canyon
National Park. The Colorado River’s natural hydrograph through Grand Canyon remains
subservient to electricity generation. The same is true of non-native trout advocates.
Since the Redwood Amendment of 1978, its amazing that a federal advisory committee
is compelled to manage for a viable non-native trout population in the national park
system. Moreover, it’s equally inappropriate to limit beneficial habitat flows because river
runners (who welcome and praise natural flows in other national parks) would be
inconvenienced by high or low flows. If the natural hydrograph is accepted elsewhere,
why not also in the Grand Canyon?
The following table of comments from academic reviewers of GCD AMP illustrates
further how the AMP program as a body is derelict in its charge to stop the impairment
of the river ecosystem in GCNP due to GCD operations.
.
6

http://www.riversimulator.org/Resources/GCDAMP/GCDAMPchronicle/Clarkson1994.pdf

7

http://www.riversimulator.org/Resources/USFWS/BOgcd1994.pdf

8

http://www.riversimulator.org/Resources/GCDAMP/GCDAMPchronicle/1996GCDobjectives.pdf

9

http://www.livingrivers.org/archives/article.cfm?NewsID=578
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Table No.2: Academic reviews of GCD AMP
Reviewer

Analysis

Remedy

Feller,
2008

• The GCD AMP has substituted collaborative
decision-making among stakeholders for the
hierarchy of priorities created by law.
• The AMP has facilitated non-compliance with
ESA and has given hydroelectric power
production a higher priority.
• AMP has actually stifled adaptive
management by making agreements among
stakeholders a prerequisite to changes in dam
operations.

• Proposes a program for
adaptive, but not collaborative,
management of Glen Canyon
Dam that would better conform
to the law and would be more
amenable to adaptation and
experimentation than would
the current, stakeholdercentered program.

Camacho,
2008

• At the beginning (1997) AMP adopted and
implemented an approach that provides little
chance for addressing and resolving complex
natural resource problems.
• AMWG expends most of its social capital on
the details and technical questions of the AMP,
instead of focusing on the resource issues.
• The process is being utilized only to delay
any action or to create the illusion that
something is being done.

• There must be measurable
clarity (transparent and
measurable regulatory targets)
for a multilateral process to be
effective.
• Effective leadership within
DOI and AMP should provide
that clarity.

Susskind,
2010

• AMP should not be considered a success
because it has failed to address effectively the
concerns that led to its creation in the first
place.
• DOI failed to follow commonly identified best
practices in collaborative and adaptive
resource management in structuring the AMP.
• AMP missed multiple opportunities both to
foster agency and stakeholder learning and to
cultivate constructive engagement of the
stakeholders who care the most about the
Colorado River.
• Hydropower advocates seem incapable of
fashioning creative solutions that meet multiple
interests.

• Identify appropriate
stakeholder representatives.
• Set clear goals and involve
stakeholders in developing a
collaborative process.
• Use professional neutrals
when appropriate and commit
to building common ground.
• Incorporate joint fact-finding
to deal with scientific
uncertainty.
• Produce collectively
supported written agreements.
• Build long-term adaptive
management capabilities.

References: Feller;10 Camacho;11 Susskind.12

10

http://www.riversimulator.org/Resources/GCDAMP/GCDAMPchronicle/FellerGlenCanyonArticle.pdf

11

http://www.riversimulator.org/Resources/GCDAMP/GCDAMPchronicle/Camacho2008ampGCD.pdf

12

http://www.riversimulator.org/Resources/GCDAMP/GCDAMPchronicle/
aCautionaryTaleColumbiaSusskind2010.pdf
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Another table is presented here, which highlights public intervention through litigation to
address grievances in regards to impairment issues from operations of Glen Canyon
Dam, the Colorado River Storage Project (CRSP), and others.
Table No. 3: Key public interventions on management of Glen Canyon Dam, Glen
Canyon National Recreation Area and Grand Canyon National Park.
Date

Summary of Citizen Litigation

April 21, 1973
Friends of the
Earth (FOE) v.
Armstrong
(360 F Supp,
165, 1973)

Joining FOE in this suit for relief and injunction are Wasatch Mountain Club
and river outfitter Kenneth Sleight. The defendants are DOI and
Reclamation. The purpose is to prevent the rising waters of Lake Powell
from creeping into Rainbow Bridge National Monument (RBNM) as a
violation of the Colorado River Storage Project Act (CRSP) of 1956, which
states the intent to keep impounded waters out of RBNM. The case was
upheld by the federal District Court in Utah, but was lost in the appeal
process.

July 31, 1973
Grand Canyon
Dories v. Walker

Plaintiffs forward to federal court a temporary injunction after two river trip
concessioners respond to Reclamation's announcement (July 27, 1973)
about extreme low water releases from GCD following extreme peaking
power releases in the morning. The defendants are NPS, Reclamation and
DOI; Walker is Director of NPS.

August 1, 1973
Dories v. Walker

A court order of dismissal was entered.

August 2, 1973
FOE v.
Armstrong

• The defendants appeal and the court decides that CRSP does not
prohibit Lake Powell from entering RBNM because Congress denied
funding to construct a proposed concrete dike to keep Lake Powell
reservoir water from entering the monument.
• An appeal to US Supreme Court was presented, but the high court
refused to hear the case.

Sept. 5, 1973
Dories v. Walker

Plaintiffs file an appeal stating that Reclamation cannot arbitrarily set
operations of GCD without first initiating NEPA compliance procedures.

August 20,
1974 Dories v.
Walker
(500 F. 2d. 588)

• Plaintiffs bring forward a complaint to federal court on the issue of
Reclamation's non-compliance with NEPA regarding operations at GCD
and seek injunctive relief.
• The appellants allege that operations at GCD interfered with the safe
operation of float trips, and continuing operations are a major federal
action, and therefore NEPA requires the preparation of an EIS. The court
denied judicial relief on the grounds that no evidence was produced to
show DOI had considered how NEPA applies. The court thus held, in those
adolescent days of NEPA litigation, that a determination must be
undertaken by the agency prior to any judicial review.
• With this action DOI was effectively put on notice for future NEPA
compliance and, in the following year, Reclamation did undertake a formal
study to prepare an EA on operations at GCD, but it was not finalized for
another 8 years.
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Date

Summary of Citizen Litigation

Sept. 3, 1974
The Navajo
Legal Aid
Society files suit
in federal court

A suit to keep Lake Powell reservoir water from inundating RBNM. The
case will evolve into Badoni v. Higginson. Badoni is a Navajo medicineman
and Higginson is Commissioner of Reclamation. Click here for history of
Navajo legal claims.

Spring, 1977
Badoni v.
Higginson
(455 Fed. Supp.
641)

Navajo medicinemen allege that Reclamation had not complied with NEPA
regarding not only operations at GCD and Lake Powell, but the entire
CRSP. Plaintiffs sought to prevent destruction to a natural area and
desecration of sacred areas at RBNM resulting from threatened inundation
by Lake Powell. The district court ruled consistent with Dories v. Walker
that the NEPA issue was not yet ripe for review. This decision was
subsequently appealed by the plaintiffs.

Nov. 3, 1980
Badoni v.
Higginson
(638 F. 2d. 172)

• The Court of Appeals affirms the decision of District Court that NEPA
compliance was not yet ripe for judicial review and acknowledged that
Reclamation had formally decided to draft a comprehensive EIS (CEIS) for
the entire Colorado River Basin Project: "The information gathered in the
preparation of the DEA on the operation of Glen Canyon Dam and
Reservoir is intended to be used in the preparation of a comprehensive
basin-wide EIS, which will evaluate the operation of all the Bureau of
Reclamation projects on the Colorado River and its tributaries. The
determination to prepare a comprehensive basin-wide EIS on the Colorado
River dams is a reasonable one within the administrative discretion of the
Department of Interior" (Brief of Federal Appellees, Badoni v. Higginson,
1978, pp. 26-27).
• The Court agreed that the government's decision to draft the CEIS, as
opposed to a site specific EIS, was reasonable since GCD and Lake
Powell were important links in the Colorado River development scheme
and cannot be considered alone (Badoni v. Higginson, p. 181). However,
the initial work in 1977 by Reclamation for NEPA compliance was
abandoned, even though Congress had never specifically denied funds for
such a project.

March 27, 1981
Badoni v
Higginson

The plaintiffs appealed and the court maintained, as in EDF v. Higginson
(655 F. 2d 1244), that the agency would seek funding for the CEIS.
Reclamation decided instead to meet its NEPA obligations by continuing
"its past practice of addressing cumulative and synergistic impacts in site
specific impact statements for individual projects and their components in
the Colorado River Basin." (Appellee' s Memorandum to Court, p. 1.) The
Court of Appeals thus affirmed the District Court's decision based upon the
government's original promise to complete the CEIS, but remanded the
case to the District Court for determination of the legality of the
government's shift from a CEIS to a site specific project EIS, emphasizing
that NEPA compliance was required one way or another, and that EIS's
must be prepared addressing cumulative impacts.

April 3, 1981
EDF v
Higginson (655
FR 2d, 1981)

Environmental Defense Fund files a complaint against DOI and
Reclamation in federal district court (District of Columbia) on the issue of a
CEIS for the entire Colorado River basin. Joining EDF is Wilderness
Society and Trout Unlimited.
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Summary of Citizen Litigation

April 20, 1982
EDF v.
Broadbent

EDF, Wilderness Society, Trout Unlimited offer a settlement agreement in
federal court (District of Columbia), wherein Reclamation and DOI agreed
to prepare EIS's on Colorado River hydropower facilities, specifically
addressing cumulative and synergistic environmental impacts within each
document. The cases pending were thus dismissed pursuant to the
stipulation filed and accepted by the court. Broadbent replaced Higginson
as Reclamation Commissioner.

Dec. 21, 1988
NWF v WAPA

National Wildlife Federation, Grand Canyon Trust, American Rivers, &
Western River Guides Association petition federal court to consolidate their
complaint with a similar complaint by Salt Lake City (SLC v WAPA), for
reasons of saving resources. This action, in both complaints, is based on
WAPA failing to conduct a proper EIS in compliance with NEPA.

Sept. 29, 1989
NWF v. WAPA
injunction

• A court injunction orders WAPA to stop its Call for Applications for Power.
The reason is lack of preparing an EIS. Joining as plaintiffs are Trout
Unlimited, Stonefly Society of the Wasatch, Utah Wildlife Leadership
Coalition, Salt Lake County Fish and Game Association and Utah Wildlife
Federation. Joining the defendant is Colorado River Energy Distributors
Association (CREDA).
• The Plaintiffs will prevail in District Court (Utah) and WAPA is ordered to
prepare an EIS. WAPA is permitted to market power on a court approved
interim plan, which still provides for the generation and sale of peaking
power pursuant to their previous marketing criteria.

Feb. 15, 2006
CBD v
Reclamation

Center for Biological Diversity, Living Rivers, Arizona Wildlife Federation,
Glen Canyon Institute and Sierra Club allege violations of the GCPA,
NEPA, and ESA. A settlement initiates the Long-Term Environmental Plan
(LTEP) EIS, which is eventually suspended and then substituted with a 5year experimental plan of high flow experiment and fish removal. The
subsequent Biological Opinion (2008) became an embarrassing departure
from the 1994 BiOp.

March 28, 2006
RRFW v NPS

River Runners for Wilderness, Living Rivers, Rock the Earth and
Wilderness Watch challenge NPS and their 2005 Colorado River
Management Plan, and their departure from the plan of 1979 to manage
the river corridor as a wilderness area, addressing impacts from motorized
recreation, and addressing inequitable river access that is presently
dominated in the prime season by commercial outfitters.

Dec. 7, 2007
GCT v
Reclamation

GCT allege violations by Reclamation of ESA in regards to harmful flow
regimes from operations at Glen Canyon Dam that degrade critical habitat
in Glen and Grand canyons. GCT will challenge the departure of the 2008
BiOp and prevail. The case is currently under appeal.
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Table No. 4: References of Table No. 3
Citizen Group

Legal Documents Hyperlinked

Center for Biological Diversity

• CBD v Reclamation •

Dories v Walker

• 1973 injunction • 1973 dismissal • 1973 appeal • 1974
complaint • 500 F. 2d. 588 •

Environmental Defense Fund

• 1982 settlement •

Friends of the Earth

• 360 F Supp, 165, 1973 •

Grand Canyon Trust

• GCT v Reclamation •

National Wildlife Federation

• Consolidation of suits • 1989 injunction •

Navajo Legal Aid Society

• NPS history of Navajo legal claims • 455 Fed. Supp. 641
• 638 F. 2d. 172 • 1980 affirmation• Congress had not
denied funds for CEIS • 655 FR 2d, 1981 •

River Runners for Wilderness

• RRFW v NPS •

B. Administrative History of Operations at Glen Canyon Dam
The tone within the environmental review documents produced by Reclamation in the
1970s 13 & 1980s 14 indicate a strong preference for compliance with legislation that
authorizes water and power projects, over legislation that authorizes environmental
protection. For example, while the FWS submitted a jeopardy opinion15 for endangered
fish facing extinction due to operations of GCD, Reclamation stated their dam
operations would have a negligible effect on the downstream environment.
However, this preference is surprising given that natural resource protection legislation
has existed for more than a century starting with the Antiquities Act of 1906 (authorizing
National Monuments) and the Organic Act of 1916 (authorizing National Parks). These
are both older than the Boulder Canyon Project Act of 1928 (BCP), and the Colorado
River Storage Project Act of 1956 (CRSP).
While it is true the Reclamation Act of 1902 is the oldest of congressional authorization
for water projects, that document does not preclude the rights that belong to federal
reserve lands, as affirmed by the Winters Doctrine, Arizona v California, and The
Redwood Amendment.

13

http://www.riversimulator.org/Resources/Legal/GCD/DraftEAgcdJan1976.pdf

14

http://www.riversimulator.org/Resources/Legal/GCD/EAgcdUpratingJan1982.pdf

15

http://www.riversimulator.org/Resources/USFWS/BOgcd1978.pdf
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In 1977, when the Department of Energy was created, another federal agency joined
the fold of Colorado River management: Western Area Power Administration (WAPA),
which manages the distribution of federal hydropower resources produced at power
plants operated by Reclamation. As noted early, this agency asserts itself
inappropriately, and largely facilitates the degradation of park values in Grand Canyon.
Another challenge so far ignored by the AMP are the deficiencies of the BCP and
CRSP that ensure that Glen Canyon Dam’s design is adequate to handle severe and
sustained drought or probable maximum floods. At best, present-day dam operations
can only handle droughts and floods of small magnitude. Unfortunately, 30 million
people now depend on a water delivery system that is vulnerable to extremes of
climate. In another generation of time some 50 million people will to dependent on this
infrastructure with even more vulnerability as climate continues to shift toward greater
extremes; and as this infrastructure simultaneously ages, and as the reservoirs lose
water storage space and flood control capacity to sediment filling.
The relentless development of the nation’s water resources created situations whereby
it became necessary for Congress to intervene with environmental protection laws to
restore the balance. The most significant to date has been the National Environmental
Policy Act (NEPA), 1970.
NEPA allows for a broad range of approaches to correct environmental problems. For
example, an agency can take the high road, or the low road. In the case of Reclamation,
it has tested the ground all too often to ensure that the lowest tier of environmental
protection is provided. We acknowledge that improvements have been made in the
agency over time, but these gradual changes occurred at the cost of losing an
ecosystem in GCNP. Had the opposite approach been embraced by Reclamation
immediately, or AMP for that matter, there would be absolutely no need to initiate this
EIS.
Among other things, the intent of these environmental laws is to help preserve our
natural heritage for future generations. It is not clear or understandable why
Reclamation or WAPA would downplay these beneficial features for as so long as they
have.
The table below illustrates how various branches of government have adapted, or not
adapted, since the inauguration of environmental protection laws in the 1960s, and as it
pertains to operations at Glen Canyon Dam and the management of natural resources
in GCNP.
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Table No. 5: Administrative History of NEPA (1970) compliance below the forebay of
Glen Canyon Dam.
Event

Recommendations or
Criteria

Action, Delay, Inaction, Comment

1967 - Humpback
chub and Colorado
pikeminnow are
listed as species
threatened with
extinction.

None

Ongoing research by independent and
concerned scientists.

1970 - Long-range
Operating Criteria

Coordinate dam
operations of the
Colorado RIver basin
on 1- and 5-year basis.

Reclamation arbitrarily coordinates dam
operations without environmental or public
review until 1997. It is not clear that this
mandate at present is compliant.

1973 - Endangered
Species Act (ESA)

Secretary to work with
state agencies to
monitor the status of
sensitive species

Federal and state wildlife agencies initiate
research & monitoring programs.

1974 - NPS begins
studies to determine
human impacts to
natural and cultural
resources.
• Funds from the
National Science
Foundation provide
baseline data for
Lake Powell region.

• Improve management
policies to mitigate
impacts from increased
visitation & dam
operations.
• Wilderness values are
assessed.
• Assess air quality and
long-term climate.

• NPS initiates management plans under
NEPA guidance and prepares a wilderness
proposal.
• Reclamation initiates studies to increase
peaking power at GC Dam, install
generators on river outlet works, and
construct a regulation dam just above Lee’s
Ferry to capture the spikes and release a
steady flow through generators.
• Reclamation does not reference any
NEPA compliance issues in their study.

1976 - Stockton and
Jacoby present treering climate data.

Address the overallocation problems of
the Compact and
prepare for sustained
drought.

Reclamation will not study climate induced
water shortages until the SECURE Water
Act is authorized in 2009. Reclamation is
preparing a narrow study, but not a firm
long-term action plan.

1978 - Jeopardy
Opinion issued by
FWS

Endorses the
recommendations of the
NPS studies

Cold water and constant daily fluctuating
flows are the cause of the impairment.
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Event

Recommendations or
Criteria

Action, Delay, Inaction, Comment

1979 - Recovery
plans for
endangered fish are
issued, and revised
in 1984, 1990 &
2002, and partially
in 2011.

• Continue research and
monitoring;
• Maintain or enhance
refugia;
• Remove threats from
development;
• Remove impacts of
non-native fish;
• Acquire water rights
for habitat;
• Develop and maintain
genetically viable brood
stock.

• Recovery planning arrives 6 years after
ESA.
• Cooperative agreements with Reclamation
and the states arrive 15 years (1988) after
ESA for the Upper Colorado.
• Cooperative agreements for the San Juan
River arrive 19 years after ESA (1992).
• Cooperative agreements for the Grand
Canyon arrive 23 years after ESA (1996).

• 1979 Reclamation
prepares EA for
rewinding degraded
generators at GCD,
which will also
increase the
hydroelectric yield.
• The EA undergoes
revision in 1981 and
1982.

The EA and its revisions
concluded that
environmental and
recreational impacts
were insignificant or
nonexistent.

• The rewinding project was underway as
the EA was prepared and before the
Finding of No Significant Impact (FONSI),
which arrived in December 1982.
• The impact is not really the small increase
of generator efficiency. The impact is the
normal everyday operations of peaking
hydropower generation at GCD.

1980 - Hatch
Amendment

NPS wilderness
proposal for the
Colorado River corridor
in GCNP does not
advance to Congress.

Prevented the use of appropriated funds to
implement a management plan for the
Colorado River which “reduces the number
of user days or passenger launches for
commercial motorized watercraft
excursions, for the preferred use period.”

1982 - Phase I of
Glen Canyon
Environmental
Studies (GCES)
begins.
• Phase II begins in
1989 and ends with
the Record of
Decision in 1996.

The studies are to focus
on a broad range of
ecological and
recreation issues
related to the
operations at GCD, but
were not to address any
economic or societal
issues.

After considerable investment for research
and monitoring, the public demanded an
EIS, which was initiated in 1989.
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Event

Recommendations or
Criteria

Action, Delay, Inaction, Comment

1982 - Reclamation
and Army Corps
modify flood control
criteria of 1968.

• A minimum of 5.35
maf must be available
in the basin’s storage
system by January 1st
of each year.
• 1.5 maf of storage
space must always be
available at Lake Mead.

• 1983 - April to July volume (13.6 maf)
caused emergency spills at GCD and
Hoover Dam; damage to all spillway tunnels
occurred; massive flooding below Davis
Dam.
• 1984 - April to July volume (13.6 maf) was
safely discharged through power plants and
river outlets.
• It is uncertain that GCD or Hoover Dam
could safely manage, for example, the April
to July volume of 1884 which is estimated
to be 30 maf; it is quite certain that property
damage below Davis Dam would be quite
severe at this discharge volume.

1984 - spillways at
Hoover and GC
dams are repaired.

• Air slots are
constructed to reduce
cavitation in spillways.
• Studies are conducted
to assess probable
maximum floods.

• Subsequent studies have revealed that
floods even greater than the event of 1884
have occurred in the Colorado River basin
in the last 1,000 years.
• Flood studies by USGS and U of AZ
prompt removal of uranium waste pile along
the Colorado River near Moab, UT.

1988 - Many public
service groups
present briefs for a
legal intervention to
address hydropower
impacts from GCD
and prevail.

Conduct an EIS on
operations of GC Dam
and the impacts on
GCNP.

• Secretary Lujan announces the
preparation of an EIS on operations of GCD
in 1989.
• Note: Dam operations are managed by
Dept. of Interior and hydropower distribution
is managed by Dept. of Energy through the
Western Area Power Administration.

1992 - Congress
intervenes because
the EIS is not
produced in a timely
manner by
authorizing Grand
Canyon Protection
Act (GCPA).

GCPA mandates a final
EIS in 2 years, an audit
by GAO, and
development of a longterm research/monitor
plan through AMP.

The intent of GCPA is helpful, but it does
not go into any great detail about how to
mitigate operations of GCD, which
essentially means that agency programs
could range from marginal to effective. The
degree of compliance is dependent on the
leadership of AMP and the Secretary.

1993 - Lead
scientists of aquatic
ecology present
their
recommendations to
restore native fish
populations.

Warm the river, control
non-native species,
seasonally adjusted
steady flows and
sediment augmentation.

EIS writers endorse MLFF as the preferred
alternative and WAPA asks that the
proposed alternative be adjusted to
accommodate for more hydropower
flexibility by increasing maximum allowable
flow and the ramping rate.
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Action, Delay, Inaction, Comment

1994 - Critical
habitat designation
for the Colorado
River Basin

• Razorback sucker
(RBS): Colorado River
from mouth of Paria
River to Hoover Dam.
• HBC: Colorado River
from Nautiloid Canyon
to Granite Park & the
lowest 8 miles of Little
Colorado River.

• RBS became extirpated under MLFF.
• HBC population in LCR has stabilized
under Interim Flows and MLFF, but it
remains premature to remove jeopardy
status.
• The main stem elements still do not favor
reproduction in the main stem under MLFF,
nor to repatriate RBS and other extirpated
species.

• 1995 & 1996 Completion of
Biological Opinion,
EIS, and GAO audit.
• Record of Decision
signed.
• Transition Work
Group replaces
GCES and begins
the long-term
planning process
(Strategic Plan).

• First High Flow
Experiment in March of
1996.
• Transition team drafts
AMP Charter, guidelines
for GCMRC, goals and
objectives of strategic
plan, workshops for
RBS recovery and
temperature control
device.

• High flow experiment built beaches and
backwater habitat, but the length of the
experiment sacrificed the mass balance of
sand on the negative side.
• The activities of the Transition Work Group
reveal a higher degree of efficacy than the
current AMP.

1997 - Technical
Work Group (TWG)
and Adaptive
Management Work
Group (AMWG) are
formally established.

Procedural affairs
become the dominate
activity of the AMP.

• Activities initiated by the Transition
Working Group languish in debate.
• The administrative record of AMP on the
official webpage does not begin until 1999.
• TCD EA is suspended.
• 2000 LSSF experiment is poorly executed.

2000 - Low Steady
Summer Flow
(LSSF) experiment

Initiate components of
the Reasonable and
Prudent Alternatives of
the Biological Opinion.

• The planning for this experiment was fasttracked and flawed, and long-term
monitoring procedures were inadequate.
• A comprehensive report of the LSSF
experiment did not emerge until 2011 and
knowledge gaps remain.

2001 - Revision of
Recovery Goals

GCMRC comment letter
resonates a decline in
HBC in GCNP and
recommends a more
universal methodology
of synthesizing the
population data.

• Considerable programming is initiated to
understand the status and trends of HBC in
GCNP, which essentially breaks down into
bean counting.
• AMP becomes unbalanced as it focuses
almost exclusively on HBC to avoid a legal
intervention, which arrived anyway in 2006
and continues to this day.
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Action, Delay, Inaction, Comment

2002 - Recovery
plans revised

• Recommends
warming the river.
• Provide flows that
advantage native fish.
• Reduce non-native
fish population
• Provide management
plan for Little Colorado
River.

• AMP will initiate non-native fish removal.
• AMP will provide steady flows in the fall
but not the in the summer.
• AMP will initiate high flow experiments, but
not in the beneficial months of May or June.
• LCR management plan continues to
languish.
• TCD continues to languish.
• RBS recovery continues to languish.

2004 - High Flow
Experiment

Occurs in November to
take advantage of
inputs from summer and
fall monsoon events.

A simulated flood of shorter duration with
less export of sand from the system.

2006 - LTEP EIS
announced and
eventually
suspended

Generate a long-term
planning document.

Generates a departure from the previous
Biological Opinions and Recovery Goals.
Essentially manifests that AMP will lower
the bar of performance.

2007 - Little
Colorado River
(LCR) Watershed
Coordinating
Council formed.

LCR planning was first
recommended in the
recovery goals of 1979.

Overdue by 3 decades.

2007 - Interim
Guidelines Record
of Decision

Manage Lakes Mead
and Powell as one
reservoir; balance
water storage in the two
reservoirs equally.

• Essentially changes the Compact Point
from Lee’s Ferry to Hoover Dam.
• Recent high volume balancing flows
reduce mass balance of sediment
resources in GCNP and renders near shore
habitat during fall steady flows as moot.

2008 - High Flow
Experiment

Occurred in March with
considerably more sand
to work with than
previous experiments.

• Significant positive beach and habitat
building followed by normal erosion of
fluctuating flows.
• Sediment in the old high water zone
continues to degrade forcing the excavation
of archeology sites.

2010 - Desired
Future Conditions

Revisit the fundamental
goals and objectives of
AMP

• Some ambitious goals are presented.
• Some departure from the goals and
objectives of the 1996 Transition Work
Group.

2010 - Development
of protocol for high
flow experiments
and non-native fish
removal

10-year planning
document

Zuni uncomfortable with non-native fish
genocide near sacred places at or near the
mouth of Little Colorado RIver.
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2011 - 5-year review
of humpback chub

• Recommends
warming the river.
• Provide flows that
advantage native fish.
• Reduce non-native
fish population.
• Re-consultation if
population drops.
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Action, Delay, Inaction, Comment
• High volume releases in 2011 due to
criteria of Interim Criteria reduces river
temperature;
• Disadvantaged young-of-the-year native
fish and near-shore ecology.
• Reduced the mass balance of sand for
sandbar habitat.

Table No. 6: References for Table No. 5.
References

Hyperlinks to References of Table No. 5

Adaptive
Management
Program

• 1996 - TWG final objectives of long-term planning • 1999 - Science Advisors
review Temperature Control Device • 2001 - Strategic Plan with Appendices •
2003 - Science Advisors review Temperature Control Device • 2010 - Desired
Future Conditions •

Biological
Opinions

• 1978 - Jeopardy Opinion of GCD • 1994 - BiOP of GCD • 2008 - BiOp of
GCD • 2009 - Supplemental BiOp of GCD •

Congress

• Grand Canyon Protection Act • NEPA regulations • Endangered Species Act
• National Historic Preservation Act • Redwood Amendment • SECURE Water
Act •

Federal
Notices

• 1967 - listing of Colorado pikeminnow as endangered • 1967 - listing of
humpback chub as endangered • 1980 - listing of bonytail chub as
endangered • 1990 - listing of razorback sucker as endangered • 1994 Designation of critical habitat in Colorado River Basin • 1997 - Operating
Criteria for GCD •

Litigation

• 1908 - Winter’s Doctrine • 1964 - AZ v CA • 1989 - NWF v WAPA • 2006 CBD v BOR • 2008 - GCT v BOR •

National
Park

• 1977 - Synthesis and Management Implications of the Colorado River
Research Program • 1979 - Colorado River Management Plan •

Agency &
Public
Comments

• 1981 - Environmental assessment of Glen Canyon Dam operations • 1990 Agency recalcitrance and evasion regarding compliance with NEPA relating
to GC Dam operations: A documented need for Congressional intervention •
2001 - GCMRC comments on the recovery goals for endangered fish •

Reclamation

• 1976 -Draft EA • 1977 - Report of Western Energy Expansion Study • 1982
- Draft Environmental Assessment • 1996 - Record of Decision, Glen Canyon
Dam • 2007 - Mechanical Sediment Augmentation • 2008 - Evolution of
Hoover Dam Inflow Design and Flood Study •
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References

Hyperlinks to References of Table No. 5

Recovery
Plans

• 1990 - Recovery goals of humpback chub • 2002 - Recovery goals of
Colorado pikeminnow • 2002 - Recovery goals of humpback chub • 2002 Recovery goals of bonytail chub • 2002 - Recovery goals of razorback sucker
• 2011 - HBC 5-year review •

Science

• 1970s - Lake Powell Research Project • 1976 - Long-term surface water
supply and streamflow trends • 1994 - Paleofloods in Grand Canyon • 1994 Management of discharge, temperature, and sediment in Grand Canyon for
native fish • 1999 - Driftwood and aquatic food web • 2002 - Aquatic food
base monitoring and research • 2002 - Recent sediment studies refute Glen
Canyon Dam hypothesis • 2004 - Statistical analysis of flood occurrence near
Moab, UT • 2005 - Paleofloods near Moab, Utah • 2005 - State of the
Colorado River in Grand Canyon (SCORE Report) • 2008 - Abundance
trends & status of LCR population of HBC with data from 1989 to 2006 •
2008 - Is there enough sand? • 2009 - Abundance trends & status of LCR
population of HBC with data from 1989 to 2008 • 2011 - Effects of Three
High-Flow Experiments (USGS Circular 1366) • 2011 - Analysis of the 2000
low steady summer flow (LSSF) •

Sufficient
Progress
Reports
WAPA

• 1990s - Sufficient progress reports, GCD (combined) • 1990s - Sufficient
progress responses from Reclamation, GCD (combined) •
• 1993 - WAPA requests modifying the range of MLFF •

III. ALTERNATIVES THAT MUST BE ADDRESSED BY THE EIS
A. Restore natural process in the river corridor in Grand Canyon
The paramount objective for the EIS must be the establishment of a process, or a dam
operating regime, that assures the basic elements of habitat that existed prior to Glen
Canyon Dam’s construction to thrive, and as such the protection all native species
present at that time. These basic elements must include:
1) Flows: a natural hydrograph includes a gradual increasing flood flow beginning in the
late spring, followed by a gradual decrease in this flood flow in the early summer (April
to July).
2) Temperature: The temperature of the river below the dam in the spring spawn must
be at least 15 degrees Celsius to stimulate the full maturation of a hatchling. The
temperature of the river in the late summer and fall must at least be 15 degrees Celsius
at the mouth of the Paria RIver and 17 degrees Celsius at the mouth of the Little
Colorado River.
3) Sediment and nutrient transport: must be sufficiently abundant and stable to
sustain summer and fall nursery habitat for the hatchlings to mature.
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4) Non-native fish eradication: to ensure there is ample food for the native species,
and to also ensure young-of-the-year native fish do not fall victim to predation, the nonnatives must be removed from the ecosystem from the base of the dam to the mouth of
Lake Mead.
It is abundantly clear that adjusting flow operations at Glen Canyon, in and of
themselves, cannot modify the elements of critical habitat in a consistent manner over
long periods of time to bring about the necessary habitat conditions for Grand Canyon’s
restoration consistent with the Grand Canyon Protection Act. Tuning a dial here or
switching a lever there, so-to-speak, is not how an agency should go about improving a
debilitated ecosystem. More dramatic steps must be taken to increase the range of
diversity and application of mimicry applications, such as a selective temperature
control device, mechanical sediment augmentation, and mechanical non-native fish
removal. There is no other way to test these applications until they are actually built and
implemented. The GCD AMP has consistently ignored these issues and the resources
has continued to suffer as a result. It’s critical that all alternatives explored by the EIS
address these issues and how the specific alternative will address them.
B. Integrating Dam Removal with a management plan based on the Precautionary
Principle
Hoover Dam on its own has always satisfied the mandates of the Colorado River
Compact and division of the two basins at Lee’s Ferry is an arbitrary point on a map.
The coordinated management of the two reservoirs (Interim Guidelines, 2007)
demonstrates that Hoover Dam is now the new Compact Point. As former commissioner
Floyd Dominy expressed aptly, Glen Canyon Dam is a “cash register dam.” The revenue
stream pays for upper basin irrigation projects on saline soils at high elevation. The
trans-basin diversions above the Colorado Plateau render the salinity problem more
grave and increasingly problematic. It is possible that the development scheme
prepared for the upper basin is too ambitious and should be reevaluated with a
programatic basin-wide assessment to improve water efficiency and best management
practices overall.
Moreover, Glen Canyon Dam represents a safety liability to the entire Colorado River
system downstream. Interior should not drain the reservoir to begin repairs and
modifications. Instead, Interior should remove the dam and let the river flow free through
Grand Canyon and liberate Glen, Cataract and San Juan canyons.
As has been highlighted by The One-Dam Solution16 and elsewhere, water users within
the basin would not be unduly burdened once Lake Powell reservoir is removed from
the system. Moreover, diminishing inflows and increasing consumption may in fact
cause the draining of the reservoir naturally, something Interior has yet to contend with
in its scenario planning. An abundance of energy alternatives exist for those reductions
in flow that may result in the decommissioning of power stations: alternatives which
16

http://livingrivers.org/pdfs/TheOne-DamSolution.pdf
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need to be explored regardless, due to the increasing threat of reduced inflows being
insufficient to maintain the power pool.
Where alternatives do not exist, is for the unique river ecosystem that bisects the
nation’s premier national park and core component of the region’s natural heritage. Glen
Canyon Dam’s decommissioning must be addressed as a viable alternative to achieve
the objectives of the EIS generally, and more specifically the components addressed in
Alternative A above.
Table No. 7: Administrative history of Glen Canyon Dam and its features.
Event

Comments

1953 & 1954 Northcutt Ely testifies
before the
Subcommittee of
Interior and Insular
Affairs representing
the California Colorado
River Board. Ely was
the executive secretary
of Interior in the
Hoover administration
and lead author of the
Hoover Dam
Documents.

• Ely did not object to the CRSP and felt the upper basin had the
right to develop its water resources.
• However, he recommended a wait-and-see attitude toward the
construction of Glen Canyon Dam.
• Ely stated decades would pass before the upper basin would use
its full allocation of 7.5 million acre-feet (maf).
• When the upper basin does finally utilize its full allocation, it would
likely be impossible to keep the two reservoirs full and hydropower
would be curtailed at both dams.
• In the meantime, Glen Canyon reservoir (Lake Powell) would
needlessly evaporate water that otherwise could be utilized by the
lower basin to spin generators and be put to beneficial use.
• Note: Ely used these arguments in the 1960s for the proposed
dams on the Colorado River in Grand Canyon, which were not built.

1959 - USGS
hydrologists Walter
Langbein and Luna
Leopold study water
storage efficiency.

Concluded the Colorado River basin will have excessive storage
capacity and will experience diminishing returns in the water-yield.
Did not really discuss the effect on water quality, but it is now selfevident that salinity has increased problems for the end-users of
Colorado River water.

1961 & 1970 Specifications of GCD
are published.

• The dam site in Glen Canyon is wide and U-shaped with bedrock
that has a porosity ratio of 25%.
• A dam design similar to Hoover Dam (HD) would have intensive
concrete construction costs and a cantilever arch design was
chosen instead.
• The GCD design still used more concrete than HD, but the
longitudinal thickness of GCD at the base is half that of HD.
• Unlike HD, the outlets at GCD are fixed horizontally. This design
reduces the life span of Lake Powell considerably because
sediment filling in the dead pool space at the forebay will
compromise the safe performance of the river outlet works.
• The outlet works are now also utilized to provide environmental
services to benefit the ecosystem in GCNP and eventually that
option will be unavailable.
• Diminished reservoir levels in the future also mean that water
quality for Glen and Grand canyons will be poor. Without the river
outlets, cooling the river will also not be an option.

Schultz
GCD Technical Report
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Event

Comments

1983 to 1984 Spillway use is
required and the
integrity of the tunnels
fail at only ~17% of
total design capacity.

• In anticipation of Central Arizona Project becoming operational,
Reclamation keeps Lake Powell full in the early 1980s.
• Consequently there is not enough space in the reservoir to handle
the April to July, 1983 snowmelt volume. It becomes necessary to
use the spillways and the public and Reclamation now understand
that the spillway design is flawed, as are the protocols of flood
control management.
• Spillway release procedures also demonstrate a preference to use
the left spillway over the right spillway, and questions arise about
the integrity of the right spillway.
• Reclamation repairs the damage and installs air slots to reduce
cavitation pressures. Spillway capacity is reduced from the original
specification of 276,000 cfs to 208,000 cfs.
• Left spillway is tested for one hour at ~50% capacity. Right
spillway is not tested. It is unknown if the spillway problem has
actually been resolved.

GCD Spillway Test
Rhodes

2003 - Lake Powell
drops dramatically.
• Impacts recreation
and reduces
hydroelectric yield.
WAPA.

• Exposed sediment in the upper reaches of Lake Powell force
closure of the boat ramp at Hite Marina and the floating marina is
removed.
• Park Service extend the concrete ramps at the other marinas.
• Hydroelectric yield at GCD drops 30% in 2004 and by March 2005
to 40%.

Table No. 7 References: Ely;17 Langbein;18 Leopold;19 Schultz;20 GCD Technical
Report;21 GCD Spillway Test;22 Rhodes;23 WAPA;24
IV. CONCLUSION
After four decades of Interior’s attempts to address the declining habitat conditions in
Grand Canyon National Park’s river corridor resulting from Glen Canyon Dam
operations, it’s critical now to treat this EIS opportunity as the major step forward in what
must be a remedy to the ongoing failure of Interior’s past ambivalence.
17

http://www.riversimulator.org/Resources/Testimony/ColoradoRiverBoard1954ocr.pdf

18

http://www.riversimulator.org/Resources/USGS/Langbein.pdf

19

http://www.riversimulator.org/Resources/USGS/Leopold1959.pdf

20

http://www.riversimulator.org/Resources/USBR/GCDDesign.pdf

21

http://www.riversimulator.org/Resources/USBR/GCDtechnicalOcr.pdf

22

http://www.riversimulator.org/Resources/USBR/ReclamationHistory/GCDSpillwayTest1985.pdf

23

http://www.riversimulator.org/Resources/Hydrology/
ClimateColoradoRiverLimitsOfManagementRhodes1984.pdf
24

http://www.riversimulator.org/Resources/WAPA/Warren2004.pdf
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The management process is faulty from both the bottom-up and the top-down. From the
bottom lies an AMP process that is guided by the whims of special interest, while the
resource itself continues to suffer. From the top there is no clear mandate of what the
real objectives are or should be, especially over the medium- and long-term. The
ecosystem in Grand Canyon National Park is not WAPA’s, trout fishermen's or river
runner’s playground to do with as they please. Nor is it Glen Canyon Monitoring and
Research Center’s scientific playground to tinker with trivial actions from a body
dominated by these special interests. This is a world renowned riverine resource for
which Interior, guided by the most rigorous interpretation of the sprit of those acts
governing the National Park System, must step forward and act in the public’s interest.
If these special interest groups become frustrated with Interior’s actions, they can
challenge them in the courts and the court of public opinion. There is no substitute for
Grand Canyon, and it should be managed in accordance with that principle, now and in
the future.
As such, there must be new leadership, and new avenues for administering the will and
mandate of this leadership. The GCD AMP has and will continue to be a failure, so the
EIS must address how this will be remedied.
Unfortunately, the complexity of water issues in the basin have effectively taken the
common citizen out of the process. The issues, policy, laws and science have become
too burdensome, too one-sided, and has created a situation of bewilderment or malaise.
It has been suggested by many authors and oversight agencies that an independent
commission for the Colorado River basin should be established. These issues have
arrived to a point in history where it is quite possible that Interior is not the best choice in
providing a long-term management proposal for the Colorado River basin, as evidenced
by decades of time under its watch having failed to provide the leadership necessary to
provide effective change toward greater sustainability on several fronts.
The EIS should therefore evaluate the constraints impairing Interior’s ability to address
the complex challenges facing the Grand Canyon River ecosystem and Colorado River
management as a whole. A key component of any alternative must therefore be
mechanisms to give all the funding and authority to an independent commission that
can provide basin-wide and comprehensive analysis of what must be accomplished and
in a reasonable time-frame for the benefit of Grand Canyon and the basin as a whole.
The EIS must also address Glen Canyon Dam’s operations and impacts, in the full
spectrum of its lifespan. All reasonably supported hydrologic and catastrophic scenarios
over a century time-window must be explored in conjunction with evaluating
alternatives. If climate change has taught us anything, it’s that such long-range planning
is critical now, something that Reclamation has been slow to recognize. If Glen Canyon
Dam fails in a flood, or fails to provide water during a severe and sustained drought,
then everybody will lose and this EIS will have been nothing more than stepping stone
in that process.
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Alternatives must also address specific strategies for habitat restoration in Grand
Canyon’s river corridor including: natural flow regime with associated temperature
changes and sediment transport along with non-native species eradication. Most of
these issues and the recommendations surrounding them have been on the table for
decades, but it’s time they are fully explored consistent with the present and long-term
needs of a healthy, natural, Grand Canyon river ecosystem. And in exploring
alternatives that can deliver these alternatives, a decommissioned Glen Canyon Dam
must be included. As the past decade of inflows has illustrated, the likelihood of a
naturally drained reservoir is no longer something water and energy planners can
ignore, especially in light of the long-term environmental damage Glen Canyon Dam
continues to impose.
Most importantly, it’s time for Interior to have some real vision for what can be and
should be done when it comes to water management through Grand Canyon. Interior
must once and for all abandon its policy of tinkering with knobs and switches and then
defend these actions in court explaining how the public should not expect them to
achieve a better result.
Sincerely yours,
John Weisheit
Living Rivers, Conservation Director and Colorado Riverkeeper

Jo Johnson
River Runners for Wilderness, Co-Director

Taylor McKinnon
Center for Biological Diversity, Public Lands Campaign Director
Tom Martin
River Runners for Wilderness, Co-Director
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March 13, 2013
Bureau of Reclamation
Attention: Ms. Pam Adams, LC-2721
P.O. Box 61470
Boulder City, NV 89006-1470
Fax: 702-293-8418
eMail: ColoradoRiverBasinStudy@usbr.gov

Dear Ms. Adams
The following represents the comments of Living Rivers/Colorado Riverkeeper
and the Center for Biological Diversity on the Colorado River Basin Supply and
Demand Study released December 12, 2012.
While the study represented an unprecedented effort on behalf of the
Department of Interior and the seven basin states, it’s selective and misguided
analysis, and thus findings, fall far short of serving the public’s interest at this
increasingly critical time for Colorado River water supply management.
Lost in the extensive discussions about completely unrelated demand
projections, and inappropriate supply options to address them, along with an
array of climate change scenarios, was the squandering of an historic opportunity
to finally begin addressing the decades-old problem of an over-allocated river.
The study fails to adequately articulate the immediate challenges facing Colorado
River water users, and places the public at increased risk of being unprepared as
Colorado River water supplies grow ever tighter. Likewise, the study wholly
ignores critical non-consumptive uses such as cultural heritage and the
environment, that must not be ignored when addressing future river management
strategies.
The lack of leadership at this critical time by Reclamation and the team involved
in crafting this study is a travesty. As we anxiously await the appointment of a
new Interior Secretary, we hope that Reclamation will take it upon itself to remedy
the study’s shortcomings, and begin undertaking a water supply and demand
analysis that is far more grounded in the immediate challenges facing both
consumptive and non-consumptive uses of Colorado River water.

PO Box 466 • PO Box 466 • Moab UT 84532 • 435-259-1063
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1) Colorado River Demand Constraints
The study’s first major obfuscation is its approach to calculating water demand.
Instead of focusing on the known fixed limits of demand for withdrawals from the
Colorado River, as guided by the Law of the River, the study added upwards of
5.4 maf of projected new water demand that no one would ever assume could be
provided by the Colorado River. The study’s C1 scenario assumes Colorado
River demand at 20.4 maf. However, in 1922 the Colorado River Compact, still in
effect today, restricts United States diversions from the Colorado River to 15.0
maf. Although subsequent legislation and treaties have allowed for diversions
above this amount under certain hydrologic conditions, it’s pure fantasy to
assume such excessive demand would ever be associated with Colorado River
streamflow.
This supply/demand constraint has longtime been known to the basin’s water
planners. Accordingly, they’ve known to seek out on their own accord supplies
beyond the Colorado River to satisfy the very demand Reclamation is
forecasting. Given that the focus of this study is the Colorado River, and the
supply constraints therein, it’s completely inappropriate to introduce demand
projections that exceed the river’s known physical and legal supply constraints.
Reclamation’s role, and that of this study, must be to address the supply and
demand challenges specific to Colorado River runoff. Reclamation must not use
these known legal and hydrologic constraints to position itself to lead efforts in
advancing additional supplies for projected demand that Colorado River runoff
was never intended to serve.
Any demand figures beyond 15.0 maf have no bearing on anything relating to
present or future management of Colorado River flows. Reclamation should
therefore revise the study by appending all discussion of demand beyond this
amount to a footnote pertaining to anticipated population increases and other
factors stimulating future water demand. The Colorado River would never be
asked to meet this demand, and it is not Reclamation’s role to identify additional
supply options. Reclamation’s and the study’s only focus, as regards to Colorado
River water demand, should be on demand management within the River’s
existing and potential future water budget.
2) Directly Address Over-Allocation
The study’s main impetus was the emergences of a multi-year drought in the
watershed that began in 2000 along with growing concerns surrounding the
likelihood of reduced future flows resulting from climate change. However, the
potential for Colorado River water shortages due to over-allocation and
hydrologic uncertainty has been known for decades. As the study states,
The challenges and complexities of ensuring a sustainable water
supply and meeting future demand in an over-allocated and highly
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variable system such as the Colorado River have been recognized
and documented in several studies conducted by the Bureau of
Reclamation (Reclamation) and the Basin States over the past
several decades.
Executive Summary, page 1
The Colorado River Compact allocated 16.5 maf feet of water to the basin states
and Mexico, but the average annual flow of the Colorado River over the last 50
years has been less than 15 maf at the Compact Point (Lee’s Ferry, AZ).
Moreover, recent consumptive use combined with treaty obligations have
exceeded 16.5 million acre feet per year. Therefore, independently of potential
climate change impacts, Colorado River water use has been operating at a
significant deficit for years.
Although Reclamation concedes this problem, neither this study nor any of
Reclamation’s past initiatives have produced anything to encourage or require
the Basin States to adjust their use to address this longstanding imbalance.
Worse, the study actually masks this existing problem by focusing public
attention on a convoluted future supply/demand imbalance that diverts attention
from this immediate concern.
The average imbalance in future supply and demand is projected to be
greater than 3.2 million acre-feet by 2060, according to the study. One
acre-foot of water is approximately the amount of water used by a single
household in a year. The study projects that the largest increase in
demand will come from municipal and industrial users, owing to
population growth. The Colorado River Basin currently provides water to
some 40 million people, and the study estimates that this number could
nearly double to approximately 76.5 million people by 2060, under a
rapid growth scenario.
“There’s no silver bullet to solve the imbalance between the demand for
water and the supply in the Colorado River Basin over the next 50 years
– rather, it’s going to take diligent planning and collaboration from all
stakeholders to identify and move forward with practical solutions,” said
Secretary Salazar. “Water is the lifeblood of our communities, and this
study provides a solid platform to explore actions we can take toward a
sustainable water future. Although not all of the proposals included in
the study are feasible, they underscore the broad interest in finding a
comprehensive set of solutions."
DOI Press Release: December 12, 2012
Again, there’s been a known imbalance for some time. It’s not some distant
problem that Reclamation presently has the foresight to address. Furthermore,
as noted in item 1 above, Reclamation’s future deficit is based on a completely
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false interpretation of the Colorado River’s supply side of the equation. The river
was never expected to meet such demand projections. The only deficit relating to
the river would be the difference between the 15.0 maf allocated by the Compact
and what nature actually provides. The study must therefore be revised to
specifically address this longstanding imbalance and strategies for the Basin
States to remedy it.
3. The New Critical Period
As of March 11, the 24-Month Report forecasted 2013 Colorado River runoff into
Lake Powell to be just 49% of average (average based on the period
1981-2010). As such, Reclamation projects 2013’s unregulated inflow volume
into Lake Powell will be 5.31 maf . By the end of September 2013 Lake Powell
and Lake Mead are projected to be at 44% and 46% capacity respectively. Since
1999, when these reservoirs were nearly full, Colorado River flows have
averaged only 84% of the annual flow since the beginning of the 21st century.
Coincidentally, a similar average reduction occurred during what’s been called
the “Critical Period” from 1953 - 1964.
Two decades were required for Colorado River reservoirs to replenish
themselves following this critical period of the mid-20th century. But during that
time, consumptive use was not beyond the River’s limit as it is now. During the
period of “filling criteria” for Lake Powell (1963 - 1980), the Central Arizona
Project was not then diverting 1.4 maf, and the upper basin states were diverting
about 1.5 maf less than it does today. This 2.9 maf of surplus per year provided
the opportunity for Lake Mead to recover and Lake Powell to eventually fill for the
first time in 1980.
But this surplus water is not available now. This is why experts forecast that when
and if this current critical period ends, Lake Powell and Lake Mead are unlikely to
ever fill again (See: David Pierce and Tim Barnett. 2008. When will Lake Mead
go dry? See also: Romano Foti et al. 2010. Vulnerability of U.S. Water Supply to
Shortage).
As these earlier studies suggest, this current critical period could extend for some
time, in effect these lower flows might represent the new normal. At minimum,
given the low level of storage right now, rate of consumption, and some accepted
level of climate change runoff reductions, it’s impossible to argue that there does
not exist at least some potential for shortages much sooner than suggested by
the study. But this scenario, and responses to it, were not discussed.
Instead, the study’s authors focused more on the abstract. They employed up-todate modeling techniques to simulate climate impacts on Colorado River
streamflow to generate a forecast for how much water the Colorado River will
deliver over the next 50 years. Their answer: roughly 10% less water by 2060.
While the approach to generate this finding fits with best practices, the report
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failed to discuss how this finding fits with present reality, or the range of
alternative scenarios Colorado River water users might also face, albeit with less
likelihood according to their calculations.
Table 1
Comparison of Colorado River Low Flow Periods

1953-1964
+2 years

Natural
Flow
Lee’s Ferry

2000 - 2013

Natural
Flow
Lee’s Ferry

Notes

1953

11.2

2000

11.02

natural

1954

8.37

2001

11.1

natural

1955

9.8

2002

6.26

natural

1956

11.5

2003

10.47

natural

1957

20.16

2004

9.45

natural

1958

16.9

2005

16.85

natural

1959

9.23

2006

12.46

natural

1960

11.97

2007

12.17

natural

1961

9.25

2008

16.56

natural

1962

17.77

2009

15.28

provisional

1963

9.26

2010

13.27

provisional

1964

10.8

2011

21.33

provisional

1965

18.87

2012

9.45

provisional

1966

11.62

2013

10.35

provisional

Total average

12.6

Total average

12.6

provisional

Percent of 15 MAF

84%

Percent of 15 MAF

84%

provisional

Percent reduction

16%

Percent reduction

16%

provisional
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Given that with each passing year climate change indicators from temperatures,
reductions in continental ice, and various proxies of the paleo record continuing
to exceed previous predictions, the future predictions employing climate
modeling is a moving target. Therefore, this finding of a 10% average streamflow
reduction by 2060 could prove to be very inaccurate. Prudent planning suggest
that instead of concentrating so much on this average, that a wider range of
scenarios are explored to better inform the public of both the high degree of
uncertainty surrounding this average being realized, and the need to be prepared
for wider range of possible futures, both good and bad.
For example, over the past 14 years Colorado River flows have averaged 16%
below normal. What if this, or something close to it, is indeed the new normal? If
this trend continues for another five years, what does that say about the
usefulness of the current modeling? Again, the study’s deficiency in this regard
has little to do with its calculus and results. What’s lacking is a comprehensive,
qualitative analysis of what these finding may or may not mean given the realworld uncertainties surrounding them, especially placing them in the context of
present day streamflow and stored water on hand.
4. An Environment and Conservation Ethic
The Colorado River is much more than a water pipe for farms, factories and
families. The Colorado River is a living ecosystem that has been extensively
damaged as a result unbalanced thinking and analysis perpetuated by studies
like this that focus solely on human demand. The principal reason Reclamation
and Colorado River water users have found themselves in this predicament is the
lack of a conservation ethic inherent in their approaches since the Colorado River
Compact was signed. Their emphasis has been human use and little more.
The study’s extensive focus on new water supply options as opposed to
aggressive demand side management strategies only decreases further the
region’s resilience to respond appropriately to the supply shortages that may lie
ahead. The study’s infrastructure options for groundwater mining, desalinization
and inter-basin transfers add both to public debt and drive up prices for water
consumers. More unfortunate, they reinforce a supply-side approach that is
inconsistent with a growing global responsibility to pay more attention to regional
and planetary resource boundaries. Put simply, Reclamation remains entrenched
in looking for more water, as opposed to focusing on how to do more with the
water it already has under management.
The Colorado’s water supplies flow through national and state reserves where
native species suffer as a result of the infrastructure and diversions that disrupt
their habitat. A river that no longer flows freely has also affected sacred sites and
cultural heritage. Stretches of the Colorado’s native landscape have been
dramatically altered by physical and biological interventions to foster and
promote recreational activities inconsistent with the needs of the surrounding
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habitat and at the expense of more complimentary and sustainable recreational
opportunities. While the study may have assured certain instream flow
parameters were maintained, it’s focus was not how to enhance non-use values.
When looking at the future of the Colorado River, a study that emphasizes
consumptive water use is valuable only insofar as it is a component feeding into
a larger evaluation that is equally devoted to the Colorado River’s other uses,
values and management options, from which a more balanced set of scenarios
can be generated for the River’s long-term management.
5. Conclusion
The Basin Study represents a valuable technical achievement by Reclamation
staff in applying contemporary modeling tools to generate predictions regarding
future Colorado River flows. But these are just numbers, and they are wrought
with uncertainty. Moreover, how these results were presented shielded the public
from attaining an understanding of the real challenges that Colorado River water
users may be facing far sooner than the study’s findings predict. Therefore,
Reclamation should task the authors to begin work on a revision that addresses
the following:
1)!Provide extensive qualitative analysis as to the significant real-world
uncertainty associated with the future streamflow predictions.
2)!Discuss in far more detail the range and probabilities in future streamflows
beyond the 10% average reduction projected by 2060.
3)!Specifically address the new critical period (2000-2013) and the likelihood that
it will continue. Moreover, if these conditions do persist for several more years,
at what point do the study’s future streamflow findings lose relevance and
Reclamation’s modeling needs recalibrating?
4)!Detail the history and present status of over-allocation in the Basin, and the
strategies that might be pursued to address remedies.
5)!Eliminate discussion of demand projections that are not directly connected to
Colorado River withdrawals and/or Colorado River water delivery obligations
with Mexico.
6)!Restrict discussions of new water supply options to water saved through
demand-side management and conservation, and only to the extent necessary
to help balance the Colorado River’s water supply budget.
7)!Incorporate an analysis of the Colorado River’s long-term needs and potential,
relating to issues other than water diversion: critical habitat maintenance and
restoration, appropriate recreation and cultural preservation, etc. Explore
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opportunities for changes in how the river is managed and water is stored and
delivered, given the changes in the hydrologic regime, the potential for water
conservation, increased instream flows, and the decommissioning of
unnecessary storage infrastructure.
This revised effort should be led by a team whose vision for the Colorado River
extends beyond the dams and diversions put in place since the signing of the
Colorado River Compact. There’s more to the future of the Colorado River than
how much and where its water can be diverted. Additionally, there’s a need for
full disclosure about the actual challenges water users may be facing in the near
term, and creative discussions about solutions that address the real imbalance
on the Colorado: excessive human intervention at the expense of the river’s
natural integrity. So despite the study’s significant shortcomings, it can
nonetheless serve as a valuable step in a continuing process that seeks real
solution for the whole of the Colorado River, should the Interior Department, and
Reclamation specifically, summon the leadership do so.
Sincerely yours,
John Weisheit
Co-founder, Living Rivers
Robin Silver
Co-founder, Center for Biological Diversity

